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Terminology and Nomenclature
The type names and equivalent sizes mentioned in the text:
corpus,
"garmund"
io pt
cicero 12 pt
mittel 14 pt
tertia 16 pt
secunda, double-mittel 28 pt
canon 36 pt
About the paper sizes mentioned in the text:
The dimensions for the medieval paper are only approximate. This is because of variation in
mould sizes. In medieval times, paper was made with sides in a ratio 1: u. From the six
teenth century onwards it was more common to make paper with side-ratios approaching
1: 1.25. With alternate folds this produced a 1: 1.6 format and resulted in tall folios and
squarish quartos.
The usual terminology:
folio
quarto
octavo
8
duod<ecimo 12
One sheet folded once across the long side. Results in uncut
height of 12 inches or more.
A second fold is made across the first. Results in uncut height
of 8 inches or more.
A third fold is made across the second. Results in uncut
height of 6 inches or more.
A sheet is folded twice across the longer dimension and three
times across the shorter side. Results in uncut height of 5
inches or more.
IX
Abstract
The objective of this thesis project was to prepare a detailed yet reasonably compact history
of the three early printing houses in Finland within a context of general Finnish and
Scandinavian history.
An extensive study of the literature was needed to accomplish the set goals. The literature
included books on both early printing in Finland and on its general history. The necessary
field studies consisted of visits to museums, university libraries, archives and churches. These
offered the opportunity to study old manuscripts and the early printed products. Some
experts were also interviewed.
As a result of this research, a compact and well-illustrated history of the early printing houses
and their printers was compiled, including discussions of the driving forces behind the print
ing houses and contemporary economic, religious and social influences. A selection of typi
cal and interesting illustrations of the printed products is also included.
The early printing houses in Finland between 1642 and 1713 produced a considerable number
of books and other printed products under stormy conditions. The printers did skilled work,
both in typographic and quality senses, despite scanty equipment and constant interrup
tions. It is impossible to compile a complete account of the printers, printing houses and
books because of several destructive factors during the past three centuries. Fires, humidity
and wars took their toll on many interesting examples of early Finnish printing. However,
the archives and university libraries of Sweden offer another chance to study those examples
of early Finnish and Swedish printing which have survived over the centuries in that country.
These archives have been studied closely, but can still offer an indispensable opportunity to
put together a more complete picture of the early Finnish printing.
Chapter i
Introduction
The first printing house in Finland was established in 1642. That was the printing house of
the University ofTurku. During the same century two more printing houses were also estab
lished. These were the printing house of Gezelius, founded in 1669, and the printing house
ofWiborg, founded in 1689.
The reasons that led to the establishment of these three printing houses were all different.
Naturally there was no real publishing policy in the modern sense, because publishing and
printing did not go hand in hand in those days like they do today. The first publisher to pre
sent a clear policy was Bishop Johan Gezelius, Sr. The printing house of the University of
Turku published everything that had something to do with academic life, including text
books and dissertations. Gezelius acquired very wide privileges for his printers and printing
house. Many books printed by the printing house of Gezelius also had a wide circulation in
Sweden. The printing house ofWiborg was established by Bishop Petrus Bang to print inex
pensive school books for the people of that distant and isolated part of eastern Finland.
All three printing houses were forced to stop their activities for several years because of the
Great Northern war, which raged in Scandinavia from 1710 to 1721. The printing house of
Wiborg was destroyed in 1710 when Russians conquered the city. The Russians reached
Turku by the end ofAugust, 1713, but the printing houses of the university and Gezelius had
already shipped their equipment to Stockholm for safekeeping during the summer.
After the Peace of Uusikaupunki, the equipment and records the printing house of the
University ofTurku, were brought back to Turku. Printing activities began again toward the
end of 1722. The printing house of Gezelius had been sold in Stockholm during the war to
Henrik Christopher Merckell. Under his permission and name the printing house renewed
its activities in 1727.
History is an interesting and important subject of study. A sound preparation for the future
demands that we understand the past. When making choices, it is important to know where
we come from. The author's interest in history started a long time ago, already in compre
hensive school and high school. A continuation of interest in history led to enrollment in
some history classes at Rochester Institute of Technology. Studying for a master's degree in
Type and Design and having the opportunity to study the History of the Book, the History
of Printing and 20th-Century Fine Printing awakened an interest in early Finnish printing.
After discovering that there was a lack of concise information on this subject, a personal
decision was made to gather a useful history of the early printing houses in Finland.
Chapter 2
Review of Literature in the Field of Study
The author has read many books concerning the general history of Scandinavia during the
Middle Ages and Renaissance for this thesis project. A complete list of the books, exhibition
catalogs, and journal literature consulted for this project is contained in the bibliography. A
few of the more important sources, with a short description of each, are noted below.
A New Introduction to Bibliography by Philip Gaskell
This book is a good source in the field of printing history and an invaluable help when the
seventeenth and eighteenth century type size names and page sizes need to be determined.
MiscellaneaWaldiana
This bookwas printed to commemorate the three hundredth anniversary of the establishment
of the first printing house in Finland. It is printed in Swedish and contains facsimile copies
of some seventeenth century texts and a short, and partly incomplete personal history ofPeter
Eriksson Wald, the first printer of the printing house of the University ofTurku.
Painettu sana, ajatuksen ase (Printed word, weapon of the mind)
Another book printed in 1942, three hundred years after the first printing house started its
activities in Turku. It also contains details about the printing house of Bishop Gezelius and
the printing house ofWiborg founded by Bishop Bang.
Suomen kansallisbibliografia 1488-1700 by Tuija Laine and Rita Nyqvist
The national bibliography of Finland is the latest word in the field of study for the Finnish
books from 1488 to 1700. Before this book there had not been much interest in the early print
ing in Finland. This bibliography contains many detailed descriptions to help recognize old
books. This bibliography was published in the summer of 1996.
Kirja Suomessa (The book in Finland)
This 271-page book is actually the catalog to an exhibition on the history of the Finnish book,
held in the national museum of Finland from August 25 to December 31, 1988. The first
books printed in Finland and the first Finnish Bible are described in this book; many photos
of the early Finnish books are also included.
Chapter 3
Statement of the Problem and the Project Goals
A wide variety of resources were needed to assemble a complete picture of the histories of the
early printing houses of Finland. No single work contained such information in a short, com
pact form. The focus of this project was to create a thorough overview of the early printing
houses in Finland within the context of the general history of the nation. Through research,
interviews, and visits to museums and church archives, the answers to these and other ques
tions are presented in a comprehensive study.
The primary goal of this project was to gather a comprehensive history of the early printing
houses in Finland from 1642 to the time before the Great Wrath in 1713. A brief account of
the reestablishment of printing after the GreatWrath is also included. In order to tell the his
tories of the early printing houses in Finland the following goals had to be met. These include:
1. Gathering and summarizing information of the bookmaking before the time of the first
printing houses in Finland, including descriptions of the most important books and the
most influential characters of that era.
2. Gathering and summarizing information about the first three printing houses in Finland,
printing houses of the University ofTurku, the printing house of Gezelius and the print
ing house ofWiborg. This section will include detailed information on the printers and
their books.
3. Giving a short overview of the recovery of the printing activities after the war.
4. Giving a short overview of the typographical features of early Finnish literature.
5. Giving a short overview of the origins of the special characters (a, a, 6) in the Finnish lan
guage.
1 his study should prove to be a compact and good resource for historians, researchers, and
others who are seeking comprehensive information about this hitherto poorly documented
subject.
Chapter 4
Methodology
1. The period of bookmaking in Finland from medieval times up to 1642 is summarized.
This section includes the most important books and the most influential characters of
this era.
2. A detailed well-illustrated history of the early printing houses in Finland along with
accounts of their printers is assembled and summarized.
3. Short overviews of the typographical features and the special characters (a, a, 6) in Finnish
language are included.
4. An extensive bibliography of sources consulted are attached.
5. In the final format the text is accompanied by some illustrations.
Chapter 5
Results of the Research
5.1 The Time Before the First Printing Houses
Books andPrintingfor FinlandDuring theMedieval Time and 1500s
Finland first entered the pages ofEuropean history when it was annexed to Sweden halfway
through the twelfth century. This was one result of its conversion to Christianity, which
brought it into the sphere of influence of the Roman Catholic church. Finland's first mis
sionary bishop was the Englishman Henry, whose mission left a strong imprint on medieval
Finnish literature, and who is still the patron saint of the Finnish church.
From the fourteenth century onwards, Finns are known to have studied in the foreign uni
versities of Central Europe. During the two centuries preceding the Reformation this small
nation sent no fewer than 150 students to study at universities abroad, and built seventy stur
dy granite churches. At first the foreign university most favored by the Finns was the
University of Paris, where some forty-six young Finns studied natural sciences. Students of
law tended to go to Bologna. The drawing power of Prague, founded in 1348, and the oldest
of the Germanic universities, was at its height in the 1380s and attracted its share of Finnish
students. By the early years of the fifteenth century its prominence was being challenged by
the Universities of Leipzig and Rostock. Thereafter it was with Germany rather than France
that the Finns had their principal cultural contacts.
In the early sixteenth century, the Reformation, a full-scale religious and ideological revolu
tion, put an end to the cultural unity of Europe. From that time onward, national states,
nervous about the ideological fervor stirred up by the Reformation, had to keep a close eye
on cultural contacts with other countries. Since no regular university education was then
available in Sweden or its Finnish territory, students were still obliged to study abroad. A
close relationship, however, had developed between Sweden and Germany, and Finnish stu
dents now began to favor the University ofWittenberg. By the year 1600 some thirty Finns
had studied there.
Almost all early bookmaking in Finland was carried out in a religious context. The regula
tions of the Dominican and Franciscan monasteries and the convent of the Order of St.
Bridget obliged their members to study and copy books. Best known is the copying that the
monk Jons Budde (c. 1435-91) did in Naantali. He made the first translation into Swedish of
complete books of the Bible, and had a considerable influence on the development of the
Swedish literary language. One of his manuscripts, known as Jons Buddes bok (Jons Budde's
book), was transferred from Turku to Stockholm in 1758 and thus escaped the great fire of
Turku (1827) in which the bulk of early Finnish literature was destroyed. This manuscript
contains some texts of which Budde himself was author. For the first time in Finland and
Scandinavia someone was responding to the need for books in Swedish or Finnish. Since few
churchmen knew Latin or German well, these, however, were the languages used in much of
medieval literature.
Jons Budde also translated the following works into Swedish and produced copies:
Pyhdn Mechtilden ilmestykset (The Revelations ofSaint Mechtilde), 1469
Pyhan Birgitan ilmestykset (The Revelations of Saint Birgitta; abridged version), 1480
The Old Testament books ofJudith, Esther, Ruth andMaccabees, 1484
Jons Buddes bok (Jons Budde's book), 1487-91
The first printed book prepared specifically for use in Finland was the Missale Aboense (the
Turku Missal) in 1488 (fig. 1 and fig. 2). The Missale Aboense is the only incunabulum known
for sure to have been printed for Finland. It was printed in the city of Liibeck, which had
maintained a flourishing trade with Scandinavian cities and was the place to which church
authorities directed their book orders. Printing was first established in Liibeck in the 1470s,
and the city soon became the most important center of printing in northern Germany. In
the early 1480s Johann Snell ofLiibeck became the first printer to establish a shop in Sweden
and Denmark. His follower was Bartholomaeus Ghotan, also from Lubeck. In 1488 Ghotan
returned to Lubeck and printed the Missale Aboense there. This magnificent 266-page book
ofmass was folio-sized and printed in black and red with gothic types. The pages were deco
rated with handwritten red and blue initials. The books that were printed on parchment
were also decorated with gold. The whole edition hardly exceeded 120 copies, perhaps
because there were not many churches in Finland at the time.
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Figure 1: TheMissale Aboense, printed by Bartholomew Ghotan in Lubeck in
1488, the beginning ofthe ChristmasMass. 2. (Reproduction from the
Kirja Suomessa,).
Because of the distant location of Finland the printing of books for Finland was a long and
troublesome effort which could only be undertaken if a publisher was sure that the whole
edition could be sold; this was the main reason why the second book printed for Finnish
readers did not appear until more than three decades after the first. This was the Manuale seu
Exequiale Aboense (A Guide to Church Ritual) (fig. 3), which was commissioned by Arvid
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Kutki, the last Roman Catholic bishop of Finland, and printed at Halbetstadt in Germany
by Laurentius Stuchs in 1522.
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Figure 2: A text page from the Missale Aboense. Printed by Bartholomeus
Ghotan in Lubeck in 1488. Initials red and blue. 2 (Reproduction
from theKirja Suomessa/
The Manuale was the second and last book printed for Finland during its Catholic period
because, around this time, the Reformation, on the instructions ofKing Gustav Vasa, was set
afoot in Sweden. The Manuale at least a few copies of it did reach Finland, but there was
scarcely time for it to come into general use before the Reformation put an end to all
Catholic services. It did not escape the destruction of medieval books which then ensued. A
few copies of the Missale, on the other hand, did happen to survive, though it was not until
the 1840s that a complete copy was reconstructed from the fragments ofmedieval literature
found in the bindings of old tax ledgers. A fine facsimile edition of this was published in
1980.
The parchment version of the Manuale Aboense has sixty-six pages, while the only existing
paper version has seventy pages. They both are quarto-sized and printed in black and red.
Based on the medieval manuscript tradition the Missale Aboense does not have a real tide
11
page, but the Manuale exhibits features of the more modern book. It has red titles and head
ings, and broad margins decorated with human figures, cornucopias, animal heads and dif
ferent kind of leaves. The margins were printed from engraved wood-blocks. Though it does
not achieve the beauty of the Missale, the Manuale is good typographic work. Unlike the
mass book, there is no printer or date mentioned.
Figure y. The title page from the Manuale Aboense, 1522. The text is printed
in red. The frame is printed from four wood-blocks. 4"
(Reproduction from theKirja Suomessaj.
There are no surviving documents that can shed any light on the conditions in which the
Manuale Aboense was ordered and printed, though it can be presumed that the initiative
came from Bishop Arvid Kurki. On May 23, the same year when the Manuale was printed,
the bishop and his party died in a shipwreck when they were fleeing the Danes. Considering
the transportation conditions that would have existed during those spring and wartime days,
it is quite obvious that the finished books did not make their way to Turku earlier that
spring. After the death of Kurki the bishopric had to wait until 1528 for a new occupant. In
the meantime the Reformation pushed Catholics aside. Thus, this Catholic handbook was
never distributed for the priests. The ManualeAboensewas almost entirely forgotten.
12
Some Early Finnish Authors
The Swedish printed books that advanced the purposes of the Reformation found their way
naturally to Finland. But the knowledge of Latin was weak in Finland. To solve this difficult
problem, Bishop Mikael Agricola (c. 1510-57) established a written form for the Finnish lan
guage. The undisputed title of "father" of the Finnish literary language belongs to Agricola,
whose other claim to fame is that he established the Lutheran Reformation in Finland.
Agricola received his early education in Wiborg, in eastern Finland. He then studied at the
University ofWittenberg, from 1535 to 1539, where he had been sent to sit at the feet of
Luther and his collaborator Melanchton, for the express purpose of acquiring the knowledge
that would enable him to translate the Bible into Finnish. With his published works,
amounting to some 1,500 pages of printed text, Agricola laid the foundations for the Finnish
written language.
^n/mctoi'fi4i5e^tfneft
1 t#* / JtTefJiamtffa j ia
tepWtoitttl<w/eoe0u
Qttpvfmcttu Somen
tmuft*.
Figure 4: The title page from the Rucouskiria Bibliasta. Printed by Amund
Laurentsson in Stockholm in 1544. 4 . (Reproduction from the Kirja
Suomessa)
Agricola's first publication, and the first book ever printed in Finnish was the primer, ABC-
kiria (the ABC-book), published probably in 1543. His second publication, the Rucouskiria
13
Bibliasta (the Prayer Book from the Bible) (fig. 4) appeared in 1544, and is a lengthy and
beautifully illustrated work, much ofwhich was adapted from the Catholic MissaleAboense.
But the task to which Agricola devoted the greatest part of his working life, some twenty
years in all, was the translation of the NewTestament into Finnish. Actually he completed at
least three translations of the text, but printing was delayed by lack of funds until 1548, when
it appeared under the title, Se Wsi Testamenti (fig. 5). It had been his aim to publish a transla
tion of the entire Bible, and to this end he appointed a working committee to help him, but
less than a quarter of the Old Testament was ever completed and published.
3&.JJ
Figure 5: The Se Wsi Testamenti. Printed byAmundLaurentsson in Stockholm
in 1548. The titlepage is Swedish origin. In theframe are St. John and
St. Paul. In each corner is shown one of the four evangelists
(Matthew=man, Mark=lion, Luke=ox and fohn=eagle). The Holy
Trinity is shown in the middle below. 4 . (Reproduction from the
Kirja Suomessa,).
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Some of Agricola's Finnish translations published to help people educate themselves in
Lutheran texts include:
ABC-kiria (the ABC-book), 1543
Rucouskiria Bibliasta (the Prayer Book from the Bible), 1544
Se Wsi Testamenti (The New Testament), 1548
Messu eli Herran Echtollinen (The Mass or the Holy Sacrament), 1549
Se meiden Herran Jesusen Christusen Pina I ylesnousemus ia taiuaisen Astumus I niste
Neliest Evangestelist coghottu (The Passion Compiled from the Four Gospels), 1549
Weisut ia Ennustuxet. Mosesen Laista ia Prophetiasta Uloshaetut (Selected Parts from
the Law ofMoses and the Prophets of the Old Testament), 1551
Ne Prophetat. Haggaj. Sacharja. Mallachi. (The Prophets Haggaj, Zechariah and
Malachi), 1552
All these books were printed in Stockholm at Amund Laurentsson's printing house.
Despite his support of the Reformation, King Gustav Vasa's extortions had left the church so
poor that it could no longer afford the publication even of books essential to its needs. In
effect, Agricola himself had to bear the expenses of getting his works printed, and soon
found this beyond his resources. The poor sales of the books made any further financial out
lay impossible. A rare exception was Weisut ia Ennustuxet, printed in 1551, published with
funds granted from the government. This fact is revealed by the kingdom's seal on the title
page. The Weisut ia Ennustuxet was intended to contain also all the smaller prophets from
the Old Testament which Agricola had already translated into Finnish. But this portion of
the text was published as a separate book because of the impending winter which made
delivering the manuscripts to Stockholm impossible. So the Ne Prophetat. Haggaj. Sacharja.
Mallachi. was printed in 1552.
It was in Agricola's lifetime, too, that the Finnish language first appeared in a printed book
outside the Swedish kingdom. Sebastian Miinster's Cosmographey, printed in Basel in 1544,
contained the first-ever German-Finnish wordlist, thirteen words, and the text of the Lord's
Prayer in Finnish.
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The royal printing house in Stockholm printed only a few books in the 1560s and early
1570s. Between 1574 and 1575 only Juusten's catechism, a book of the mass, and a couple of
bylaws and mandates were printed.
In 1554, Paul Juusten (c. 1516-76) was appointed the first bishop ofWiborg by the king of
Sweden. He was a native ofWiborg, an important city of trade in the eastern part of
Finland, which through its Baltic and German trade links came into contact with the
Reformation earlier than cities in western Finland. Juusten entered the University of
Wittenberg in 1543, and, after pursuing further studies in the newly founded University of
Konigsberg, returned to Finland in the autumn of 1547. In 1548 he became the director of
the cathedral school in Turku, a post which Mikael Agricola had at one time held. His
appointment to the bishopric ofWiborg followed a few years later. In 1563 he became bishop
ofTurku, and held that post until his death on August 22, 1576.
Despite his ecclesiastical duties, Juusten found time to write, but fate seems to have been
unkind to his literary work. Like Agricola before him, he was sent on a peace delegation to
Moscow, where he remained from 1570 to 1572. Ivan the Terrible treated him less than gra
ciously, and he had to spend considerable time in prison, where he wrote in Latin a substan
tial book of homilies for the use of the clergy. This, however, he was unable to get printed.
Only the preface to this book survives.
Juusten's catechism, which appeared 1574, fared worse. Not a single copy has survived,
owing, no doubt, to its extensive use, but also to the uncertainties of those stormy days when
wars and fires wrought frequent havoc. The last known copy was destroyed in the great fire
ofTurku in 1827. Juusten's principal religious work, the first complete missal in the Finnish
language, Se Pyhd Messu (the Holy Mass), was published in Stockholm in 1576, three weeks
after his death. To later generations, Juusten is perhaps known as the collector of some of
Finland's most important historical texts. From various sources he compiled information
about Finland's medieval bishops, and completed the episcopal record down to his own time.
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Jacobus Petri Finno (c. 1540-88) is known as a hymn writer. He studied at Rostock and
Wittenberg and served for some time as director of the cathedral school in Turku. He died a
victim of the plague which broke out in Turku in 1588. At the behest of King John III he
edited several useful books in Finnish, including a hymn book (1583?) which remained the
basis of the Finnish Hymnal for three centuries and was indeed his most important work. Of
the first edition, only a single surviving copy is known in the library of the University of
Uppsala. Another of his publications was a prayer book entitled the Yxi wdhd Rucous Kiria
and printed in 1583. It was the first prayer book written in Finnish for individual use, and set
the pattern for subsequent prayer books right through the seventeenth century. A second
edition came out in 1615. Finno's Catechismus also dates from the early 1580s, but no copy of
the first edition has survived. A second edition was published in 1615.
Finno was a member of the committee which edited the Piae Cantiones, a collection of sev
enty-four of the medieval Latin songs. It was published in Greifswald in 1582. The Piae
Cantiones was the first school songbook to be used throughout the kingdom of Sweden. The
songs had originally reflected Catholic ideals of piety, great prominence being given to the
adoration of the Virgin Mary. In a Lutheran context this was no longer acceptable, and
Finno had to adapt the wording accordingly. This he did rather clumsily, simply substituting
the name of Christ for that ofMary, often to the detriment of both scansion and sense. A
second edition of the Piae Cantioneswas printed in Rostock in 1625 and there have been sev
eral editions since, both in Latin and in Finnish. The songs still have a place in the repertoire
of Finnish choirs.
The late sixteenth century was an unstable period for book publishing, especially in the east
ern part of the kingdom. Little by little, increasing fiery liturgical arguments before and after
the death ofKing John III developed into an open conflict between the Protestants and the
Catholics. The result was the Club War, from 1596 to 1597, a fierce peasant rebellion against
the Catholic King Sigismund led by the Protestant Duke Charles. This long fight against the
unfair taxes, in addition years of crop failure and other miseries, made Finnish life uncertain
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and unsafe. Finally the duke won and a period of reconstruction could begin. This opened
some new opportunities for printing activities as well.
PrintingHouse Plans andPrintingActivities 1602-39
On November 20, 1601, Duke Charles arrived in Finland. The reason for his visit was to lis
ten to the requests of his subjects. One of the most important requests apparently submitted
to the duke was the desire for a Finnish translation of the Bible. In February, 1602, the duke
travelled back to Stockholm by land. On July 4, 1602, a committee was established to trans
late the Bible. One of the most respected members of this committee was Bishop Ericus
Erici Sorolainen (c. 1545-1625). Sorolainen was Juusten's successor as bishop ofTurku, a grad
uate of Rostock, who was appointed to the post in 1583. The upsurge of Finnish literature in
the first halfof the seventeenth century owed a great deal to Sorolainen's work.
Sorolainen's first literary publication was Kasikiria Jumalan Palveluxestaja Chritilisestd kircon
menoista (the Manual of Divine Service and the Rites of the Christian Church), 1614. In the
same year a 500-page, octavo-sized Catechismus edited by Sorolainen was printed in
Stockholm. This text was a comprehensive exposition ofChristian doctrine, intended main
ly for the clergy and university students. For more general popular use he later produced the
Wdhd Catechismus (A Shorter Catechism) . The details of its first publication are obscure; the
earliest known edition is from 1629, after Sorolainen's death. In any case, it became widely
known and was used throughout the country. All through the seventeenth century, it
remained the Finnish people's principal textbook of religious knowledge, and eleven different
editions were published.
However the most remarkable achievement in the Finnish literature of this early period was
Sorolainen's the Postilla, a book of sermons in two volumes and 2,300 pages, printed in
Stockholm between 1621 and 1625. The Postilla continued to be read until well into the eigh
teenth century. It had a great influence, both as a book for reading and orally through the
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sermons of the clergy. It was the first full-scale independent literary work ever published in
the Finnish language. In its own day it was the only substantial vernacular sermon book any
where in Scandinavia.
The initiative to translate the Bible into Finnish was supported by the simultaneous plans to
publish a new Swedish translation as well. A new edition of the Bible was badly needed. The
edition of the year 1541 had been sold out for a long time; lacking Swedish Bibles, readers
had been forced to use German editions instead.
Since 1612 there had been an annual tax to finance the printing of the Swedish Bible.
However the royal printing house in Stockholm was so poorly equipped that it was not even
considered as a place for printing. A new Swedish Bible was finally printed in Germany in
1618, but plans to print a Finnish version continued to run into delays.
In the Peace of Stolbova on February 17, 1617, the kingdom of Sweden received a region
known as the Ingria from Russia and with it a partly Russian and Orthodox population. For
the government, it was wise to try to gain the loyalty of these new citizens in both the politi
cal and the religious senses. In 1618 King Gustavus II Adolphus invited the Dutch typecaster
and printer Peter van Selow from Germany to Sweden to cast Russian types. As promised in
the peace treaty, the new citizens in Ingria would have the freedom to choose their language
and religion and by printing books in their own language it would be easier to feed necessary
propaganda.
In the 1620s, school books for Finland were imported from Sweden (Stockholm, Uppsala
and Vasteras) or from Germany. Of course the printers tried to benefit from this arrange
ment. Examples of school books printed in Latin with parallel Finnish texts were Matthaeus
Judex's Corpusculum doctrinae (1642) and a small Latin-Finnish dictionary, Variarum Lerum
vocabula (1644). Only years later, through the efforts of Bishop Gezelius, would Finland
become self-sufficient in the production of school books.
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The First Finnish Bible and the University ofTurku
The first attempt in 1617, to establish a printing house at the University ofTurku was fruit
less. When this same issue was brought up again two decades later, it was joined together
with the unsolved question of the Finnish Bible. Although Agricola had set himself the task
of translating the scriptures into Finnish, it was a long time before it was possible for Finns
to read the entire Bible in their own language. Agricola's translation had been pushed aside
and forgotten. By the beginning of the seventeenth century, however, moves were being
made towards the production of a Finnish Bible. Ericus Erici Sorolainen was a member of
the committee formed for this purpose. It is presumed that a complete translation existed in
some form by about 1617, because it was on the strength of the need to print a Bible that
King Gustavus II Adolphus was finally persuaded to authorize the foundation of a printing
house in Turku.
In 1638 the government set up a new committee to translate the Bible. The task of the com
mittee was completed in 1641. The instructions to the translators called for the use of good,
pure Finnish, such as could be understood by Finns in every part of the country. Just as had
happened a century earlier in Germany, a vernacular Finnish Bible did more to unify and
standardize the language than any other factor, past or present.
When the new translation was completed, it became evident that no printing house in
Finland was capable of printing a complete, folio-sized Bible (fig. 6). The work was thus
entrusted to the well-established Stockholm printer Henrik Keyser. Even so, it proved a far
from easy task. Since none of Keyser's compositors knew any Finnish, the entire text had to
be lettered out by hand before the type could be set up. The completed Bible, some 1,486
pages in length appeared on August 9, 1642, although some evidence suggests that the whole
work was finished in the middle of September. The edition numbered 1,200 copies.
Typographically the result was excellent; indeed the government took to using it as a presen
tation volume when it exchanged gifts with foreign royalty.
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Figure 6: The title page of the New Testament in the Biblia printed by Henrik
Keyser in Stockholm in 1642. 2 . (Photo by author, original in the
library ofHelsinki University).
Though the initial attempt to establish printing house in Finland did not succeed as well as
the attempt to publish a Finnish Bible, plans were still active. Only a few months after the
last wet sheets of the Bible had been taken from the presses and hung to dry in Stockholm, a
printing press was installed in Turku. This, the first printing house in Finland, was finally
ready to begin printing. Despite limited funds and scanty equipment, the Turku press and
those established produced a considerable number of books. Over the past few years exten
sive research has been conducted on early Finnish printing resulting in the publication of
the national bibliography of Finland in summer 1996. Here it is stated that "between the
years 1488 and 1700, 4,463 books were published in Finnish."1
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5.2 Printing in Finland 1642-1713
In 1642 the printing house of the University of Turku hired its first professional printer.
Before then, books in the Finnish language were mainly printed in Sweden. From 1642 on,
however, Finnish printing was done on native soil. The following table lists the principal
printing houses between 1642 and 1713.
The printing house of the University ofTurku:
Peter Eriksson Wald 1642-1653
Wald s widow 1653-1654
Peter Hansson 1654-1679
Hanssons widow 1679-1680
Johan Larsson Wall 1680-1710
Anders Bjorkman 1711-1713
The printing house ofGezelius:
Johan Winter 1669-1706
Henrik Christopher Merckell 1706-1713
The printing house ofWiborg:
Daniel Medelplan 1689-1693
Matthias Syngman 1693-1697
Syngman's widow 1697-1704
Unknown printer 1705
No imprints known 1706-1707
ThomasAbbor 1708-1710
Table 1: Theprincipleprinting houses between 1642 and 1713.
Each of these printers will be described in detail in sections of this chapter that follow.
The PrintingHouse ofthe University ofTurku
The Era ofPeter Eriksson Wald (1642-53)
Finland's first printer was born in 1602 in Sweden and educated in the printing trade there.
He lived in the city of Uppsala where an academic printing house had been established in
1613. The printing house's master was Eskil Mattsson. He taught the basics to Peter Eriksson
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Wald. "Peter's parents, Erik Pedersson and Anna Landsdotter, were ordinary people but they
wanted their son to have a career in touch with books."2 Part of the learning process was
serving in several different printing houses. This was the reason why Wald worked for a
while in the Swedish city ofVasteras for Olof Olfsson Helsing in Bishop Rudbeckius's bish
opric printing house. Helsing was the skillful printer of the Swedish Bible in 1618. After this
Wald worked in Stockholm. This is where he probably first encountered Finnish printing
jobs. After these "years of Wald returned to Uppsala to work for Eskil Mattsson.
By this timeWald was recognized as a skillful printer.
Peter Eriksson Wald's first independent job was between 1631 and 1635 when he took care of
a small printing shop in Uppsala. This printing shop was founded by Professor and Head
Pastor Laurentius Olai Wallius to publish his own writings. In the meantime, Helsing had
moved from Vasteras to Stockholm in 1630 and died of the plague shortly there after. Bishop
Rudbeckius could not afford to be long without a skillful printer and began to use printing
shops from other cities. "On September 2, 1635 ^e contract was signed between Wald and
the bishop's council for the six following years."3 Wald had brought certifications from the
dean of the University ofUppsala and Professor Wallius. But because he was not known very
well by the bishop's council in Vasteras he had to pledge his house and field as a guarantee
against good printing. During these six years Wald did his job very well.
In 1641 the University ofTurku was looking for a master for its printing house. At the same
time the contract between Wald and the bishop's council ofVasteras was coming to an end,
enabling a new contract to be signed between Wald and the University ofTurku on August
12, 1641. According to this contractWald did not need to come to Turku before May 1, 1642.
While waiting, the university got its printing jobs done elsewhere. Bishop Rothovius direct
ed most of his printing jobs to Uppsala and Stockholm, but there is also evidence that some
printing jobs were postponed untilWald arrived.
Wald arrived in Turku in the beginning ofMay, 1642, to get familiar with the town, but did
not bring his printing equipment. There is a mention in the consistorial minutes from May
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4, 1642, thatWald had asked for boxes for the printing
house ,mean:"? r.Ts -->
-
-
important things. Because of these important and essential tmng>
tr.c ur.^ ..>..w~
to employ a good carpenter. After this Wald
sailed back to >weccr. or. _' i.- -r-
August 6, 1642, Wald was back in Turku with his wife and printing
equ:?:r.c--:. - = r~
ing types were ordered from Peter van Selow.
Figure 7: The title page ofYrjo Alanus's dissertaT:o->: Dt Atrt ^^d j; r^rr '.tr* --vw
Michael Wexionus's dissertation De Prudentia. Tent r*.*> rflisr e^;-,.T -i-r^-
ofFinnishprinting wereprinted by Peter 'Wald in Ti*-^ in :''j.^ T---i jy, - -
composition are characteristic of the dissertations ;^;?;r;5 -n ~<^~ Xifl' -
(Reproduction from the Kirjapainotaito Suomessa Uu;tr^ci_; -; - -
astij.
On November 2, 1642 there was a mention in the consistorial minutes tha- v-
other words, the printing types had arrived. The equipment was so scar.-- ";- - - -.- ; '-;'-'
of the sheet could be printed using the same typeface but it seemed enough to -t- -'-
printing house started. In December the first dissertations were printed, induct- h* -r- .
dentia turn legislatoria turn politica seu civili (About the Wisdom That is \t^--p- -', ,
Legislators and Statesmen) (fig. 7) by Michael Wexionus, professor ofpolitices et hi:tonarum
certified on December 18, 1641 and De aere in specie (About the Nature of the Airy <{? -\ ~ --
the professor of physics, Yrjo Alanus. The later one was certified on December 10 16
Both of the dissertations were quarto-sized. On the title page of both books is printed U
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information, "Abogiae. Typis Exscribebat Petrus Wald Acad. Typographus, Anno 1642".
Though the printing of De Prudentia was probably begun first, it is impossible to know for
sure if it was completed before De Aere. There was no special celebration held for the open
ing of the printing house. This important day was lost in the hard and limited life in Finland
only made worse by the Thirty Year War (1618-48) which Sweden was fighting in Central
Europe.
In Turku, Wald was in the same position he had been in Vasteras. The printing house
belonged to the employer. The printer was subject to the scrutiny of two inspectors, known
by Latin titles as inspectores typographiae et bibliothecae. These individuals were chosen every
year from the professors of the university by the consistory. The
inspectors' job was mainly
to be censors. Anything which had not been approved by the bishop or the dean, or could
cause arguments, or offend someone, could not be printed.
When Wald worked in Vasteras he had had a wide variety of printing types. These included
roman, italic, fraktur, schwabach and also Greek and Hebrew types in different sizes. The
oldest examples from the printing house of the University ofTurku show that the most com
mon typefaces and sizes which then required for a typical Latin academic printing job were
represented. Humanistic romans or
"antiquas"
were available in the
"mittel," "cicero,"
and
"garmund"
or
"corpus"
sizes i.e. 14 pt, 12 pt and 10 pt. Mittel and cicero were also represent
ed as cursives. For the Finnish and Swedish texts, the printing house had at least three differ
ent sizes to use: mittel-antiqua, cicero-fraktur and corpus-schwabach. In addition to these,
there were small amounts of larger types in antiqua and fraktur styles for use on title pages
and headings. Though there was an acute need for more printing types, the consistor did not
dare to ask for money to buy them. When Professor Petraeus, in September 1643, was going
to the diet (a gathering of government authorities), it was his job to ask for funding and new
types, including the badly needed Greek types.
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The absence of Greek types was soon noticed. Greek was not commonly studied, but the
most important mission of the university was the teaching of the priests. In light of this situ
ation a language as important as Greek to the study of original Biblical texts could not be
discarded in teaching. In 1643 attempts to obtain Greek types were not successful, but a cou
ple of years later an unexpected opportunity to obtain Greek types was found. On March 12,
1646, Sven Gelzenius, born in 1619 and a student of theology, sent some samples of types to
the consistor that could be used to set the original language of the New Testament. He had
cast them of lead and wanted to know if the university wished to have types of its own
instead of borrowing them elsewhere. "The specimens had been cast in a great hurry, but
with God's help and with skills gained little by little, he hoped to be able to do better
Gelzenius's offer was warmly welcomed by the academic fathers. But the work advanced
slowly. It was not until January 12, 1648, that Gelzenius could show new specimens of his
type castings. The results were very satisfying. Gelzenius had used lead, tin and
"spisglassi,"
as antimony then was called, for these castings. The results were very neat and tidy. After
receiving the acceptance and funding for the real castings, Gelzenius started his work. On
April 18, 1649, Gelzenius announced that eighty pounds of types were ready. On May 29 he
finally showed the Greek types to the consistor. The final quantity of types amounted to 120
pounds.
After the work was done, Gelzenius returned to his studies. He defended his dissertation on
March 9, 1650, returned to Sweden and later became the vicar of Gamleby Gelzenius died
on August 8, 1676. His role in the history of printing in Finland shows how even scanty
funds and simple methods did not deter the seventeenth century printing houses from sur
viving in Finland. Nevertheless the need for more types was urgent. Thus in the summer of
1652, Wald visited Sweden and brought some mittel-cursive types and decorative initials
amounting to seventy-five pounds.
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There was no special proofreader during the time ofWald in the printing house of the uni
versity, but there was a clear need for one. On May 29, 1645, Nicolaus Nycopensis, the pro
fessor of poetry, complained that students and others wrote congratulatory and funeral
poems that nobody had corrected. There was no doubt that those poems had been sent to
Sweden and elsewhere. Nycopensis stated that these uncorrected poems could create a bad
reputation for the university. One suggestion was to correct the writings while they were still
in manuscript form, more censoring than proofreading. There was also a suggestion to join
the jobs of proofreader and censor, similar to the practice in the royal printing house in
Stockholm during the sixteenth century.
In his answer the consistor reminded Nycopensis that the printer was not allowed to print
anything without the permission of the professors, with the result that in June, 1647, Wald
was reminded about the rule. This time the reason was Jacob Chronander's comedy, Surge
eller flijt och oflitighetz skode spegel. The professor's opinion was that comedies should not be
performed in those stormy days.
There is no information on how large the editions of academic printing jobs were during the
time of Peter Eriksson Wald. It is almost impossible to now calculate the number precisely.
There were no archive copies and usually only by a lucky coincidence did copies find their
ways to public libraries. It is likely that most of the books stayed in Finland where the}' were
either destroyed in some wars or simply deteriorated because of the humidity. The big fire of
Turku in 1S27 was especially destructive for the library of the university as well as private col
lections.
Most of the books made in the university's printing house were academic publications in
Latin. This was only natural because the printing house was specifically founded to produce
scholarly works. According to official records, the number of dissertations between the years
1643 and 1645 amounted to around ten per year. After this the number grew. Between the
years 1646 and 1647, there were more than twenty per year. The peak was between the years
1650 and 1651 when about fifty were produced.
It was quite common during this period that some of the dissertations were published in
series form. In this way Michael Wexionius-Gyldenstolpe's works, Politica praecepta (1647),
Collegium ethicum (1649) and Epithome descriptionis Sueciae, Gothiae, Fenningiae et subjec-
tarum provinciarum (1650) were published. The rule in those days was that the cost of print
ing dissertations was paid for by the authors.
The other group of academic publications was the speeches or orationes. The students had to
prove their knowledge of Latin, and sometimes also of Greek, by giving a speech about cer
tain subjects in these languages. The speeches were often as long as the dissertations.
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Figure 8: The oldestprintedproduct in Finnish from Turku, Ylimmaisen Kei-
sarin Jesuxen Christuxen mandati eli kasky, printed by Peter Wald
inTurku in 1643. 12 (Reproduction from the Kirjapainotaito
Suomessa Uudenkaupungin rauhaan asti).
The oldest existing printed work done in Finland, in Finnish, is a prayer book, Ylimmaisen
Keisarin Jesuxen Christuxen mandati eli kasky (fig. 8) . On the title page there appears Wald's
imprint, "Prantatty Turusa Peter Waldilda, Anno 1643
" (Printed in Turku by Peter Wald in
1643). The first printed work in Swedish was also published that same year. This was Isak
Rothovius's Ndgra christeliga boot predikningar, "Tryckt i Abo aff PeterWald, 1643."The first
Finnish grammar Linguage fennicae brevis institutio was written by Eskil Petraeus and was
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printed by Wald in 1649. Books printed in Finnish, however, were still quite rare. There
might have been several reasons for this. The translation of the Bible might have demanded
most of the time and effort as there were not many writers, and the capacity of the printing
house was limited. Among the small sermon collections by Laurentius Petri Aboicus, the
only one representative of Finnish religious literature was Manuale finnonicum (fig. 9) by
Jonas Matthiae Raumannus. This was printed in 1646 and contained a calendar, a hymn
book, gospels, catechism, Passion history, the destruction of Jerusalem, a prayer book and a
handbook. Each of them had its own title page.
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Figure p: The page opening from Manuale finnonicum, printed by Peter
Wald in Turku in 1646, arabesk decoration. 8. (Reproductionfrom
theKirjapainotaito Suomessa Uudenkaupungin rauhaan asti,).
For the practical use of Finnish citizens, an almanac was also published. This was prepared
by professor Simon Kexlerus for the year 1650 and was printed in 1649. It is the only surviv
ing example of an almanac from this era. In addition to its work for the university, the
church and the authorities, Wald's printing house frequently printed for private clients.
Good examples of such printing for the private sector are the high school comedies that were
popular in that period.
During the summer of 1652 Wald made his last trip to Sweden. After his return on July 25,
he fell ill. The sickness ended his life on February 15, 1653. The funeral was held in the cathe-
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dral of Turku and a great many people came there. The funeral sermon was preached by
Bishop Eskil Petraeus himselfwhich tells us a great deal about the respect and appreciation
thatWald had earned during his career as the academic printer.
The Era ofPeter Hansson (1653-79)
Fortunately the death of Peter Wald did not cause any interruption or delays in the work of
the printing house. Two journeymen took care of the printing jobs during the last months of
Wald's life. These men were Anders Stalfoot from Smaland and Wald's nephew Pietari
Antinpoika. Little else is known about them.
On March 30, 1653 a "year of was granted forWald's widow by the academic authori
ties, that is one year's time to enjoy the same benefits that the printer had. At the same time
the applications for the place of the academic printer were presented. Among the candidates
were Anders Stalfoot and Pietari Antinpoika.
Soon a good candidate also appeared from Goteborg, Sweden. He was the printer Amund
Nilsson Grefwe. In a letter addressed to professor ofmathematics Simon Kexlerus, he offered
his services to the university. He had been the printer for the University of Uppsala after
Wald; during the 1640s he had worked in Stockholm and Nykoping before moving on to
Goteborg in 1650. Grefwe included a beautiful sample of his work in his letter and was
known as a hard-working man with good recommendations. The consistor hoped that the
chancellor would give his permission to hire Grefwe after the widow's "year of
On June 8, 1653, a letter written by the chancellor and dated May 4 arrived in Turku. In this
letter, the chancellor wrote that he had reached a decision to hire Peter Hansson as the print
er for the university. However the consistor did not want to cancel his promise to Grefwe
and wrote another letter on his behalf to the chancellor. In this letter he suggested that Peter
Hansson could continue until Grefwe arrived. This indicates that Hansson was already
printing in Turku in June of 1653.
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In the meantime, Grefwe, who knew nothing about the current situation, wrote from
Goteborg and asked for help with his expensive move. He also mentioned that he had his
own equipment for the printing shop. Hansson, however, asked if he could maintain his job.
The situation was clearly getting out of hand. There were conflicting opinions. The fear was
that Grefwe, who had his own printing shop, would be a more expensive printer and might
not take such good care of the university's printing jobs. There were no funds for his move
either. On the other hand Hansson had prepared a good sample and had the chancellor's rec
ommendation.
On February 15, 1654, the chancellor's decision was finally presented, namely that Grefwe
would get the job. But only two weeks after the decision, the situation changed in favor of
Peter Hansson. A new consideration had come up. Hansson was going to marry Wald's
widow. So, Hansson came out as the winner in the very even and tight competition and was
nominated for the job that he had already occupied for the previous year.
Hansson was born in 1620 in Bogesund (later Ulricehamn) in the western Gotaland. He
entered school in Strangnas in 1630, but the following year moved to Uppsala where he
became the domesticus for the Dean Wallius. This meant that he was an apprentice in the
dean's printing shop. There he learned his skills first from Peter Wald and after him from
Amund Grefwe, his later competitor. After the death of Dean Wallius in 1638, the printing
shop was merged with the academic printing house. Hansson probably followed along
because a reference exists that he was working for the university printer Eskil Mattsson. In
1641 Hansson was invited to Stockholm to help Henrik Keyser in the printing of the Finnish
Bible. This big job tied up many of the workers in Keyser's printing house. In 1642 when the
Bible was finished, Hansson headed abroad to Danzig, Germany. He probably visited print
ing houses in other parts of Germany as well. He returned to Sweden in 1650. It is not
known where he worked in the years immediately preceding his relocation to Turku. There is
no proof that he had a printing shop of his own, but we may at least assume that he contin
ued to perfect his craftsmanship during those years. Printing the Finnish Bible under the
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guidance of Keyser had familiarized him with Finnish printing, and he must have been well
qualified to be chosen to succeed PeterWald at the printing house of the university.
The chancellor's decision to hire Hansson was confirmed on September 27, 1654. Hansson
married Wald's widow on November 1, 1654 and took charge of the printer's house and shop.
The marriage was probably the biggest reason for Hansson's victory in the competition for
the master's place in the printing house of the university. The decision certainly worked to
the advantage of the university, since it was no longer required to take care of the widow's
future living expenses.
On September 17, 1654, a few weeks before Hansson officially took over his duties, Professors
Achrelius and Pratanus made an inventory of the printing house, so that it would be ready to
be handed over to the new printer. The inventory revealed how limited the equipment of the
printing house was. For example a large quantity of the Greek types, cut by Gelzenius in
1649, were missing. Only sixty pounds were left. The rough inventory list did not specify
exactly what was available in type sizes and styles. The entire weight of the type was just
under 1033 pounds. By comparison, the weight of the type at the printing house of the
University ofUppsala was, at that time, 4229 pounds.
In October 1661 Hansson asked for permission to buy some Greek types from Lubeck. The
consistor accepted the purchase, if Hansson could afford to buy them. So, the deal fell
through because Hansson could not come up with the necessary funds. Although there are
records of almost annual purchases of types, the printing house of the university remained
poorly equipped.
On May 13, 1656, a fire broke out in Turku and destroyed the center of the city. Four hun
dred and fifty houses burned to the ground. The fire lasted from the morning to the late
evening. Buildings along the whole eastern bank of the river Aura were destroyed, including
the church, university and auditorium. "But many things hint that most of the equipment in
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the printing shop had survived and could be put back to use little by little."5 Already on June
7 the consistor decided that the program of lectures for the next academic year could be
printed. Twenty-two years later, on September 23, 1678, another fire consumed Turku, and
almost two hundred houses burned. However, there is no information as to whether or not
the printing house was damaged.
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Figure 10: Academic printing, the invitation to the inauguration ofa new
dean. Printed by Peter Hansson in Turku in 1664.
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(Reproduction from the Kirjapainotaito Suomessa Uuden-
kaupungin rauhaan asti^.
At some point ofHansson's tenure, the issue of proofreading versus censorship arose. During
the era ofWald, those customers who wanted to print something were forced to do the
proofreading themselves. In the spring 1655, the consistor had to give proper guidelines for
this procedure, noting that the proofreaders duty was not to censor. That remained the
responsibility of the dean or an appointed professor according to both the earlier and 1655
rules from Uppsala.
The number of dissertations which Hansson printed during nearly twenty-six years in the
academic printing house can be calculated from the dissertation lists. These indicate that
some 530 were printed. The annual average was twenty. This was however less than during
Wald's tenure. During the Hansson period the number never reached the peaks of the early
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1650s. The rate of dissertation printing was especially low between 1658 and 1659. In these
years there were only five to six dissertations per year. One possible cause was the plague,
which visited Turku in 1657 and impeded the activities of the university for years. In general,
the variation in the number of printed products (fig. 10, fig. 11 and fig. 12) was caused by
external factors that affected academic life and studying circumstances.
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Figure 11: A bowl shaped text composition for afuneral sermon. Printed by Peter
Hansson in Turku in 1662. 4 . (Reproduction from the
Kirjapainotaito Suomessa Uudenkaupungin rauhaan astij.
The dissertations, circular letters of the bishop's council and proclamations of prayer were
printed in the printing house of the university at least until Bishop Gezelius's own printing
house was established in 1669. The proclamations of prayer in Finnish were however printed
in the printing house of the university until 1674.
Also during this period, the high demand for Finnish religious literature continued to be sat
isfied primarily by Swedish printers. The printing house of the university was also used now
and then in the printing of the royal bylaws. These proclamations told about the victories in
wars and handling the questions of the many fields of every day life: importing the wheat,
hunting, keeping the inns, the luxuries of beverages, food and clothes, swearing, navy and
army deserters, duelling, child's murders, trading of tobacco and so on.
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Figure 12: The title page ofa wedding sermon. Printed by Peter Hansson in
Turku in 1672. 4 (Reproduction from the Kirjapainotaito
Suomessa Uudenkaupungin rauhaan astij.
Hansson's first wife (Wald's widow) died in 1664 and two years later he was married to
Elisabeth Thuronian. During the last years of the era of Hansson the printing house was
guided and managed by journeyman Johan Larsson Wall. Peter Hansson died on April 16,
1679, and the funeral was held on April 26. Hansson was buried under the floor of the cathe
dral. The cathedral's bells which were played for four and half hours and told people that
Turku's second printer had found his peace and moved from time to eternity.
The Era ofJohan Larsson Wall (1679-1710)
The usual "year of was granted for Peter Hansson's widow Elisabeth Thuronian. The
printing house was led by journeyman Johan Wall but on each book was printed "apud vidu-
am
Hansonii" (Hansson's widow). The printing house was represented by the widow in the
meetings with the authorities. Wall was considered the best man to follow Hansson as the
printer. Some of the reasons were that Hansson had invitedWall from Stockholm two years
earlier andWall had been more eager to save the equipment of the printing house instead of
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his own things in the big fire of 1678 and finally, he also decided to take care of Hansson's
widow and children. On February 11, 1680 Wall was officially nominated the printer, Acad.
typographus master.
There is no information concerning Wall's age, studies or other details of his life before he
arrived in Turku. He stated himself that he was from Stockholm. This detail suggests that he
was most probably the son of the Stockholm printer Lars Johansson Wall who worked in
the 1660s in Keyser's printing house and established in 1668 his own printing house where he
worked until his death in 1692.
JohanWall took care of the printing shop and managed to avoid the kind of big catastrophes
which Hansson had to go through. On May 29, 1681, one of the biggest fires of the seven
teenth century destroyed seven hundred to eight hundred houses in Turku leaving only one
sixth of the town untouched. On June 2, the consistor thanked God for saving the printing
shop and university from the terrible fire, although many private and public buildings had
burned.
Wall bought types for the first time in 1685. In July he asked for funding to improve the
printing houses equipment. In November, he received a supply ofmittel-antique and in July,
1686 mittel-cursive. Both types came from Lubeck. The weight of these shipments amounted
to two hundred pounds. However, in a printing house whose primary purpose was to serve
academic teaching, the lack ofHebtew types was a big problem. The initiative to solve this
problem came from Johan Wall. In June, 1692, he announced that he was going to send
some old and worn out types to Lubeck. There these could be melted and recast into
Hebrew types. It took more than a year before the recast types arrived in Turku. There had
not been any discussion concerning Syrian and Arabic types, and in fact it was almost a cen
tury later when supplies of these types arrived in Turku.
In November, 1701, there was an inspection of the printing house. Then it was found that
there was only one complete set of types left that could be used for printing. Other sets of
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types were incomplete or almost worn out. Unfortunately no funds were appropriated to
improve this unfortunate situation. Nor was the situation improved in 1704 whenWall asked
for money to fund "some new set of
type."
By December 2, 1704, lack of suitable types must
have been serious indeed, because Wall insisted then that without new types the printing
house could not go on.
But it was not only the types that needed replacing. The printing press which had been pur
chased by Peter Wald in 1642 was still in use. The first complaints about poor quality print
ing had already been made in 1684. Though the press was in bad shape, it still had to be used
because dissertations (fig. 13) and other important publications (fig. 15) were piling up in the
printing shop. Finally, in 1686, after several delays, a new press was purchased.
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Figure 13: Illustrated title pages of two dissertations. Printed byJohan Wall in
Turku in i68p. 4
" (Reproduction from the Kirjapainotaito
Suomessa Uudenkaupungin rauhaan asti,).
Neither Peter Wald or Peter Hansson used any printer's marks. Johan Wall, however, used
several. One such mark showed an elm tree with the words Virtus gloriam parit (Virtue
brings glory) on the ribbon wrapped around the trunk. Beside the tree is a man with an
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apostle's or saint's halo. Wall later abandoned this mark and used another. This mark showed
the same elm. But this time the ribbon had a different text, Floresco arrosa insectis (I will
flourish even though gnawed by insects) and, instead of the man, the initials J L W appear.
This was a hint to those who had plagiarizedWall's printer's mark. Several headpieces appear
also in the books printed byWall (fig. 14).
Figure 14: One of the headpieces Johan Wall used. (Reproduction from the
Kirjanpainajat Frenckell ja heidan edeltajansaTurun AkatemiassaJ.
During Hansson's era the printing of almanacs was done in the printing house of the univer
sity. But the practice was apparently abandoned for some years before being revived again
during Wall's tenure as printer. The oldest surviving almanac produced in Wall's printing
house was issued for the year 1700. This almanac was printed in Swedish. The first almanac
in Finnish was published in 1705. After this, a series of Finnish almanacs was produced up to
1713 when the Russians occupied the country.
There is little other information about Johan Wall. It is known that he tended to forget the
rules and demands of censorship, a common transgression of most printers during those
early days. The academic fathets had to remind Wall several times of these rules but other
wise no serious complaints were made. In June, 1688, Wall was asked to print more carefully
and in February, 1689, Wall was asked to set larger pages. These complaints were similar to
those made about Wald and Hansson. Like his predecessors, Wald did his best to turn out
skilled and conscientious work with poor printing equipment.
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Figure 15:An example ofacademicprinting. This is an invitation to the inaugu
ration ofProfessor Israel Nesselius. Printed by Johan Wall in Turku in
170J. 2. (Reproduction from the Kirjapainotaito Suomessa Uuden-
kaupungin rauhaan asti).
Over the summer of 1710, the plague returned to kill inhabitants in the towns along the
coastline of the Baltic countries. By September the plague had made its way to Finland and,
by the end of the month, to Turku. Soon all the doors were closed and windows were
secured with bars. The black crosses on the gates and the doctors in the white robes were
common sights during these unfortunate times.
The declaration to the residents that the plague had arrived was one of the last printing jobs
thatWall did. Soon after this, the plague killed him. The day of his death is not known, but
the funeral was held on November 22, 1710.
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The Era ofAnders Bjorkman (1711-13)
The horrible epidemic which killed the master printer Johan Wall in November, 1710, not
only paralyzed all printing activities but all academic life as well. The consequences could be
felt for months afterward even though the plague had exhausted itself by 1711. In February,
the university announced that lectures would start again, but most of the students stayed
away. They were afraid of a new outbreak of the plague and ofbeing drafted into the army.
The need for printing products was therefore very limited and it seems that there was no
activity in the spring of 1711 in the academic printing house, even though it was the only
printing house in the country. When the question of filling the place of the master printer
came up again, the initiative did not come from the university, but from Bishop Gezelius
from Sweden. In March 1711, he sent some documents to Turku. In these documents, the
bishop's own printer Johan Christopher Merckell asked for the place of the master printer.
But the consistor probably did not have a good impression ofMerckell, since his conditions
of employment were viewed as very rude. In fact, he wanted nothing to do with Merckell
and stated that the printing house of the University ofTurku was a public establishment and
not for sale.
Merckell's offer forced Wall's widow to stand up fot her rights. She asked for the usual "year
of from the dean and promised to keep on printing with the journeyman. The
widow also wrote to her son Daniel and asked if he would be interested in printing in Turku.
Since this plan made it possible to get rid ofMerckell, the consistor must have been most
satisfied. Daniel had already been ordered to help his father in 1706 but had stayed in
Sweden and started as a printer in Jonkoping in 1709. Daniel promised to arrive at Turku in
the summer of 1711. But Daniel Wall never arrived in Turku. The plague which was raging in
Jonkoping that year killed him. The death must have happened at the end ofApril or the
beginning ofMay.
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On June io, journeyman Anders Bjorkman's application was presented to the consistor.
Bjorkman's background is not known well at all. On May 29, 1703, Anders Niilonpoika
Bjorkman had been accepted as a member of the guild of printers in Stockholm and imme
diately entered into the employ of Henrik Keyser, a prominant Stockholm printer. When
Bjorkman was chosen to be the next printer, the reasons given were that he was known as a
good and skillful printer and would take care of the estate of the deceasedWald. In this way,
the printing shop, consisting of both Wald's and the university's equipment, could be kept
together. Finally Bjorkman received his nomination on October 5, 1711.
On October 25, 1711, consistor's meeting it was decided that an inventory should be carried
out in the printing house before it was turned over to the next printer. At the same time,
Bjorkman complained that the printing house was very disintegrated and asked for funding
to repair the broken down equipment. The result of the inventory was presented in
November, but this document is unfortunately missing.
Wall's widow was probably too old to be married, so Bjorkman had to marryWall's daugh
ter. She was not exactly young either. She must have been forty years old which may explain
why Bjorkman was in no hurry to marry her. Finally on May 1, 1712, Anders Bjorkman and
Margaretha Hansonia were married. After the wedding, the university finally paid attention
to the poor conditions in the printing house.
During the academic year, 1711/1712, life returned to normal for a short period. Typical
printed products consisted of dissertations and congratulations. Other printed products cele
brated the inaugurations of the professors and other academic occasions. Bjorkman printed
twelve dissertations, two almanacs and half a dozen academic programs for the dean. Most
likely this was all that Bjorkman had time to print during that short period.
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Figure 16: This specimen ofacademicprinting is an invitation to the inaugura
tion ofa new dean in June 1713. This was the lastprintingproduced
before the Great Wrath. Printed by Anders Bjorkman in Turku in
1713.
2 (Reproduction from the Kirjapainotaito Suomessa
Uudenkaupungin rauhaan astij.
By the end ofAugust, 1712, the alarming news came that the Russian invasion had begun.
Admiral Apraksin had already reached the River Kymi. On September 9, the dean held a
meeting to decide how to save the library, the archives, and the printing house. By the spring
of 1713, the enemy was on its way straight to Turku. At the end ofApril, it was decided that
the annual commencement would have to be cancelled since it was feared the enemy could
arrive any day. Czar Peter the Great had already arrived in Helsinki. On May 22, the consis
tor asked for permission to move to a safer place, if the enemy continued to approach Turku.
The move of the library had already been decided. Many professors had asked for permission
to move to Stockholm. A new dean was inaugurated on June 17 (fig. 16) in the cathedral
with the usual celebrations, but, at the same time, hectic preparations were being made for
escape. A passport for Anders Bjorkman, June 25, 1713, still sutvives, but there is evidence
that it was later cancelled. This may mean that the journey was delayed because of difficul
ties associated with moving the printing shop's equipment. On July 15, the archives and the
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library were taken to Stockholm by ship. There was no mention of the printing shop atriving
there, but it can be presumed that it was transported because it was mentioned on the cargo
receipt. Most of Turku's burghers and others fled from Turku at the end of July. Colonel
Stiernschantz made a brave stand with his troops against the Russians in Karjaa but he was
unable hold the lines. On August 28, 1713, Czar Peter the Great entered Turku, but by then it
was almost an empty city. He would hold it in his rough squeeze for the next eight years.
The PrintingHouse ofGezelius
The Era ofJohan Winter
(1669
1706)
On June 11, 1666, Bishop Gezelius criticized the printing house of the University ofTurku.
Gezelius stated that if the quality of printing did not improve he would have a printing
house of his own. This may have just been a warning, but maybe the Bishop had already
decided to establish his own printing house.
This was not the first time Gezelius had complained. Indeed, he had shown interest in the
printing house activities already in the 1640s. For the first part of his career, from 1641 to
1649, Gezelius had been a professor in the University ofTarto. It was to Gezelius's credit that
the printing house of the University ofTarto got the Greek and Hebrew types. Gezelius had
also gotten some dissertations and school books printed in Tarto. After his stay at Tarto,
Gezelius moved to Sweden and in 1664 to Turku.
Teaching the people to read made it easier to also teach them religion. Gezelius's goal was to
prepare a new generation of priests through improved schools and academic studying condi
tions. Gezelius understood that to carry out such a program it was necessary to print all the
required books in large editions and sell books at prices low enough to guarantee consump
tion.
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In the fall of 1667, Gezelius probably made his move to establish his own printing house.
Some type arrived from Lubeck in July 1668. Considering the time needed for casting and
delivering, the order must have been made in the fall of 1667. An agreement between Bishop
Gezelius and journeyman Johan Winter took effect on January 1, 1668, and a year later the
printing house was in full operation in the city ofTurku.
Johan Carlsson Wintet was born in Orebro, but very little else about him is known before
the time in Turku. The only sure thing is that after 1646 he worked as a journeyman in the
academic printing house in Tarto. Gezelius got to knowWinter in Tarto between 1647 and
1649 when he was working on his Greek and Hebrew language books. Winter's job ended in
Tarto in 1656 when the Russians surrounded the town and then occupied it. The printing
house was closed for the next thirty years. Where Winter lived and worked the next twelve
years before moving to Tutku is not known.
In 1669 during the first active year of the ptinting house, Rucous kirja (the Prayer book) was
printed. It was followed by a series of hymn books, service books, song books and other reli
gious literature both in Finnish and Swedish. Some of them tested the printing shop's ability
to handle complex composition. For example, the Swedish hymn book, also known as "the
hymn book ofTurku" (1673), had almost eight hundred pages while a work explaining the
psalms ran to 1,176 pages. They both were quarto-sized.
One of Gezelius's most impottant early publications was a three-volume textbook entitled
Encyclopaedia Synoptica, which he published in 1672. It was a kind of conspectus of every
thing a university student ought to know about philosophy and mathematics. This work has
rightly been regarded as Finland's first encyclopedia. First and foremost, however, it was a
powetful contribution to the great ideological debate then in progress. Gezelius stood for the
teachings of Aristotle. His Encyclopaedia Synoptica was a strenuous attempt to prevent the
competing philosophical ideas ofDescartes from obtaining a foothold in Turku.
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In 1674 the printing of royal statements and bylaws was transferred from the printing house
of the University of Turku to the printing house of Gezelius. On November 27, 1680, the
bishop obtained for Winter the rank of royal printer. Before this there had been simply
printed on the title pages of the publications in Finnish "Prandatty Turusa Johan
Winterilda", while publications in Swedish had the imprint "Tryckt i Abo affJohan
Winter"
(Printed in Turku by Johan Winter). After becoming Royal Printer the text on the title page
in Finnish books was changed to read "Prandatty Johan Winterilda, Cunigaliselda Kirjan
Prantajalda Suures Ruhtinan maasa Suomes", and in Swedish ones "Kongl. Booktryckiare
uthi Stoorfurstendbmet Finland " (Printed by the Royal Printer Johan Winter in the Grand
Duchy of Finland). The nomination also had other consequences. On September 10, 1681,
Winter was exempted from paying bourgeois taxes where the printing house was operating
and when he did not have any other jobs. This was a privilege commonly given to all royal
printers.
To greatly improve his printer's position, Bishop Gezelius obtained for Winter the exclusive
permission to print the royal statements and bylaws in 1669. This permission was extended
on October 25, 1688, and it was valid until the death ofWinter. This way Gezelius was able
to make sure that the rival printing house ofWiborg would not cause any competition.
The very plentiful number of publications issued during the two first decades that the press
was in operation meant that Winter had to have journeymen and apprentices. However
information about them is very limited. On the census list there can be found journeymen,
but only one apprentice at any given time: Kaarle (1689), Michel (1692-93), Augustinus
(1695) and Baltzar (1705).
There was a great fire on May 29, 1681 in Turku. The printing types and equipment of the
Gezelius press were saved but there was substantial damage to the building. After the fire, the
printing shop was moved to another location. Another fire broke out on May 16, 1711, and
this time the printing shop was totally destroyed. Fortunately the equipment had already
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been moved to Stockholm the summer before, when the Russians were threatening to occu
py the country. But 4,000 copies of a recently completed Finnish hymn book were burned.
The printing equipment was brought back to Turku in the fall of 1711, but it is unclear if
there was ever enough time to set up the printing shop. The equipment was moved back to
Stockholm in June, 1713, when the Russians were approachingTurku.
There is not much information available about the internal management and development
of the printing house of Gezelius. So, it is not possible to create the same kind of overview
one could with the minutes and account books of the printing house of the university. Given
the variety and numbet of printed books published during the 1670s and 1680s, it can be
presumed that there was more than one press in the printing house of Gezelius. The later
history of the press is more fully documented in the account books marked up by Bishop
Gezelius's son Johan Gezelius Jr.
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Figure 17: The titlepage and introduction from Ericus Humbla's dissertation on
a species ofbird native to Finland, the halcyon. The word "HALCY-
ONE"
is printed from wood blocks. Printed by Johan Winter in
Turku in 1682. (Reproduction from the Kirjapainotaito
Suomessa uudenkaupungin rauhaan asti,).
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An examination of the books, dissertations (fig. 17), calendars and other specimens of print
ing prove that the Gezelius house had more and different typefaces available then can be
found mentioned in any documents. Already during its first years the printing house had
four different sizes of antiqua, from corpus and cicero for text to mittel in headings and ded
ications to secunda (i.e., double-mittel) for book titles and headings. It seems that there were
only two sizes in cursive: cicero and mittel. The Greek types existed in only one size; bigger
sizes, for example, for title pages, were inscribed in wood. Fraktur type was available in a
wide variety of sizes, at least five of them: cicero, mittel tertia, secunda and canon. Soon after
the corpus size was added. Corpus was used much less than cicero, but corpus was picked as
the general type size for the Finnish Bible, printed between 1683 and 1685. At least from the
1690s schwabach type was used in two sizes: cicero and mittel. It can be presumed that when
types were purchased from Lubeck, a variety ofwoodcuts, vignettes and ornaments were also
included in these deals.
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Figure 18: The title pages ofsome school books with various printer's marks
used by Johan Winter: the two rightmost marks contain the state
ments Virtus gloriam parit (1686) andAquilo serenat (1686). 8 .
(Reproduction from the Kirjapainotaito Suomessa Uu-
denkaupungin rauhaan astij.
There is little information about the engravers who cut the printer's marks for the press.
Some printer's marks for the printing house ofGezelius were made by Daniel Medelplan. He
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also made some printer's marks for the printing house of the University ofTurku. Some of
Winter's printer's marks are quite nice (fig. 18). For example the one used in the grammatical
works and classical literature publications consists of an oval frame inside ofwhich is a star
and the sun, the head of a blowing cherub, and a moving cloud. Below is written: Aquilo ser-
enat (The north wind clears the sky) with Winter's monogram TW. Another interesting
woodcut was first used as printer's matk but later as a decorative vignette (fig. 19). The
winged goddess of fame is blowing a horn above a globe, on both sides ofwhich there stands
a man. The man on the left has a shovel and the man on the right has a scale ruler. This
device was first used in 1678.
Figure ip: Johan Winter's printer's mark from 1678. (Reproduction from the
Kirjapainotaito Suomessa Uudenkaupungin rauhaan astij.
As mentioned, Gezelius emphasized the need for inexpensive books for schools and universi
ties. He even promised to sell the books at half price that his competitors charged, namely
Swedish printers in Uppsala or travelling German book sellers. The size of the editions, of
course, affected the selling price of books. But edition sizes are known only in a very few
cases, although it is natural that Gezelius's idea demanded large numbers. Problems of over
stocks existed even then, and the grief of the bishop's son Johan Gezelius, Jr., was great in
1679 when he wondered whether a large stock of books could ever be sold:"You cannot get
these sold for centuries and getting any money from these will be a slow process."6
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Figure 20: Title page and opening spread ofa later edition of Yxi paras Lasten
tawara. Printed by Johan Winter in Turku in 1693. 4 . (Reproduction
from the Kirjapainotaito Suomessa Uudenkaupungin rauhaan
astij.
Gezelius's decision to print inexpensive books and leaflets was a pioneering idea and helped
the nation to learn to read and to become familiar with religious literature. The most impor
tant medium for this mission was the book Yxiparas Lasten tawara (the One Best Children's
Thing) (fig. 20) which included theABC-book and a catechism. This was kind of a common
man's Bible. It was first published in 1666 by Gezelius and printed by Peter Hansson at the
University ofTurku. During Gezelius's lifetime, eight new editions were published both in
Finnish and Swedish and, over the next two centuries, more than hundred editions were
published. This must be the largest number of editions of any text published in Finland.
The largest printing job in Finland during the 1600s was an edition of the Finnish Bible.
The New Testament was printed in 1683 and two years later the entire Bible was finished.
Gezelius's dedication to King Charles XI was dated August 28, 1685. The size of the edition is
not known for sure, but it is estimated to have been around two thousand copies. Part of the
edition is known to have been destroyed by fire, probably the one in 1711. This reason, and
the fact that it was heavily used during the many conflicts of the period, have made the "War
Bible"
the rarest of all Finnish Bibles (fig. 21, fig. 22 and fig. 23).
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Figure 22: The part title of the Old Testament of the "War Bible.
''
Printed by
Johan Winter in Turku in 1685. 4
" (Reproduction from the Turun
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Figure 23: The part title of the New Testament of the "War Bible.
" Printed by
Johan Winter in Turku in 1685. 4
" (Reproduction from the Turun
kirjapainotaidon 300-vuotistaipaIeelta 1642-1942J .
Johan Gezelius Sr. died on January 20, 1690, at the age of almost seventy-five years. To the
very end he was planning new books and new editions. The aim of his great publishing and
printing activities was not to reap economic benefits, even though he did achieve some
unquestionable successes. When he died he was a rich man indeed, but all the money was
used fot publishing expenses or for the benefit of the printing house. According to Carl-
Rudolf Gardberg "It has been estimated that Johan Winter printed over three hundred dif
ferent books, leaflets and other products during the time of Gezelius Sr. Most of them were
school books printed in several editions."7
Johan Gezelius Jr. was a natural choice to lead the bishopric and the activities of the printing
house because of his personal skills. He had strong credentials in the fields of theology and
philosophy, and had also been an assistant to his fathet. He had inherited the energy of his
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father and used it to carry out decisions with a stubbornness that has always been character
istic in the northern climate.
Probably the most important publication from the younger Gezelius's printing house before
the Great Wrath was Uusi suomenkielinen ivirsi-kirja (the New Finnish Hymn Book) issued
in 1701. This hymn book ran to six editions and created a format that survived until 1886
when a new format was accepted.
Johan Gezelius Jr. has been criticized for almost ending the book publishing business begun
by his father. Although the young Gezelius cannot be compared with his father as a book
publisher, he was active and organized. During the time of Gezelius Jr., the printing house
perpetuated the same publishing philosophy begun by Gezelius Sr. Religious books, school
books and the royal bylaws were the main products, but funeral sermons, speeches and dis
sertations were also published. Gezelius Jr. also catered to the increasing hunger for secular
works. Perhaps the nicest example of these is the collection of old Finnish ptoverbs collected
by the vicar of Paimio, Henrik Florinus, and entitled Wanhain suomalaisten tawalliset ja
suloiset sanan-lascut (the Common and Sweet Proverbs of the Old Finnish People). This was
printed byWinter in 1702.
An examination of Gezelius Jr.'s output (including a number of books running to several
hundred pages, large editions of the hymn book, and Yxi paras Lasten tawara) reveals that
the productivity of his printing house cannot be considered worse than during the time of
his father
During the Great NorthernWar (171021) the printing conditions became worse litde by lit
tle both in the intellectual and material senses. Another important factor was that Johan
Winter was not young anymore. By then he was an old man and the sands of his time were
running low. Winter died in September 1705, but the exact day is not known. There is no
information as to how the activities of the printing house were taken care of in the period
betweenWinter's death and when the next printer took over.
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The Era ofJohan ChristopherMerckell (1706-13)
In January, 1706, Gezelius entrusted the printing house to Christopher Merckell. So far, the
master printers had been, in most cases, from families that originated in Germany, and
Merckell was no exception. He was born in Rothenberg, Hessen. Many facts about his life
remain behind a thick curtain of history. Metckell's year of birth, details of his education,
earlier jobs and time of moving to Sweden are unknown. One folio-sized sheet does exist
however with Merckell's initials, but there is no date on it. It is a funeral sermon for January
14, 1693. If this sheet was printed fot the funeral, and not years later, then Merckell was
printing in Stockholm atound 1693, but probably not as an independent printer. Merckell
married Anna Joensdotter in Stockholm 1705, but it is not known if any children were born
from this marriage which ended sometime near the end of 1712 with his Anna's death. In 1715
Merckell married again.
In the meantime, the war was at Finland's door step and made things more difficult for
everyone. All kinds ofwar taxes restricted the money supply and the purchasing power of the
people. The worries grew as the enemy approached the border of the country. Publishing was
confined to the most necessary books or obvious best sellers. Examples of these are Yxi paras
Lasten tawara and the Finnish hymn book. A new edition of the latter was printed almost
every year. Some religious books for the nation were also printed. One of them was Llo-laulu
Jesuxesta (the Joyful Song About Jesus) in 1706. This was written in the same tempo as the
national epic of Finland, the Kalevala, which was also meant to be sung.
It was not only the war and its consequences that cut down on printed products during these
years. Gezelius own strength and manpower from the printing house were needed for a huge
task that had been in preparation for decades and was now close to becoming a reality. This
was a special edition of the Bible for the bishops and priests, the publication ofwhich had
been the aim of both father and son Gezelius. The earliest signs of this gigantic work can be
found at the beginning of the 1670s, but the work was subsequently delayed for many rea-
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sons. The big fire ofTurku in 1681 and the many duties ofGezelius Sr. made it impossible to
concentrate on the Bible. But the biggest barrier of all was the envy and hostility of
Gezelius's enemies who contrived ways to keep the Bible from being completed. Some print
ed samples of the Bible had been ready in 1680 and 1684. The plan then was to print an edi
tion of 3,000 copies, but Gezelius Sr. never saw the mission accomplished. By the end of the
century, a translated manuscript of the New Testament was practically ready, but the stiff
state censorship was a delaying force. It had to be made sure that the translation would meet
the Lutheran demands. New sets of types, a new and larger printing press, and permission to
import paper duty-free had also been acquired for this important printing job. More men
were needed too. Still in 1706 and 1707 there was only one journeyman and one apprentice.
By 1710, there were two more journeymen, recorded only as Jacob and Daniel, along with
the apprentice Johan.
Figure 24: The title page of the New Testament of the "Gezelius's Bible.
"
Printed by Johan Christopher Merckell in Turku in ijii. The
three first lines are cut in wood. Printed in black and red. 2 "
(Reproduction from the Kirjapainotaito Suomessa Uuden-
kaupungin rauhaan asd).
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Gezelius had cleared the way for the Bible with his stubbornness and energy, but before the
typesetting and printing were finished a new and greatet danger threatened his lifework. The
border city ofWiborg, in the east, was under siege and was defeated in 1710. Now it was pos
sible for the enemy to enter further into the country. The situation was most threatening.
Gezelius left for the diet in March and stayed in the capital Stockholm until June 1. His con
cern about finishing the Bible, the result of years ofhard work, was probably the greatest rea
son for moving the equipment, workers and finished sheets to Stockholm in the summer
1710. That fall the plague atrived in Stockholm, and Gezelius moved out of the capital.
In Stockholm the printing house was determined to finish the Bible. The title page of the
first part of the New Testament (fig. 24) mentions that it was printed in Turku 1711. But the
general belief is that the work was finished in Stockholm. In any case, the copper engraving
on the title page and the maps must have been printed in Stockholm, while Gezelius's dedi
cation is signed August 4, 1711. However it is possible that the dedication sheet was printed
when the printing house moved back to Turku. The Bishop's absence from the bishopric had
caused dissatisfaction and on November 8, 1711, Gezelius Jr. returned to Turku. Some days
earlier most of the printing shop's equipment had been stuffed into two ships.
The long lasting war, suffering business life, uncertainty about the future and common
poverty caused the printing house active and diverse publishing activities to shrink. One
Finnish hymn book was printed in 1712 to replace an earlier one destroyed in the fire of 1711.
At the same time, the compositors were busy setting the second patt of the New Testament.
The period of peace in Turku for work among the cases and presses did not last long. The
threat that the advancing enemy would soon occupy the country had become ever more real
since the defeat ofWiborg and finally it became the terrifying truth. Suddenly in May of
1713 Russian war ships appeared in front ofHelsinki harbor with the czar's invasion army on
board. Outnumbered defenders in Helsinki set the city on fire and retreated. This left the
coastal route open westwards for the Russians.
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On June 4, Gezelius Jr. wrote the fotewotd for the second patt of the Bible,
" Vidare berdttelse
om thetta heligaarbete"(the Additional Explanation ofThis Holy Work). In the evening he
got on a ship that took him and his family to Sweden. He never saw Finland again.
Though the Finnish commander General Lybecker's plan to burn the city was rejected, the
approaching enemy nevertheless forced the printing house to move one more time to
Stockholm. How and when this happened is not known. The dedication page for the New
Testament portion of the Bible is dated September 7, 1713, and the place is Turku. Most of
the work was undoubtedly done in Turku, at the permanent site of the printing house,
which may have been the reason why Turku was mentioned as the place of printing for the
Old Testament as well.
These two handsome folio-sized volumes of the Bible were not only the last, but also the
largest and most demanding printing jobs in a long series of publicationts to issue from the
Gezelius printing house during its forty-plus years of existence. These volumes were pro
duced using the finest materials and technology then available. The printing house of
Gezelius played a most important role in the cultural history of the kingdoms of Sweden and
Finland.
According to Carl-Rudolf Gardberg, "It has been estimated that in the printing house of
Gezelius were printed about three hundred books and one hundred to 120 new editions up
to the year 1708. "8 The total number of books, primers and hymnals published by father and
son is estimated to be about 80,000-120,000 copies. Considering the level of education and
the population back then (about 500,000) the output of the printing house of Gezelius is
most impressive.
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The PrintingHouse ofWiborg
During the seventeenth century, the eastern regions of Finland were far more barbaric than
the rest of the country. This area also had many people who could not be trusted in the
political sense. When a new high school, kymnaasi, was established in Wiborg in 1641, one of
its primary objectives was to civilize and educate residents. Additionally, it was hoped that
there would be political benefits as well and that the people would be won to the side of the
kingdom of Sweden. After the new school opened, it was discovered that teaching was hard
without the proper books. In 1643, Bishop Petrus Bjugg wrote to Queen Christina about the
conditions in the bishopric and inquired about educational policies in the other bishoprics.
He also wanted to know where it was possible to buy books, but these questions were then
too difficult to be answered.
Seven years later, in 1650, the problem was finally dealt with at the meeting of the diet. The
priests from the bishopric ofWiborg repeated the need to have a library, a printing house
and a paper mill for the use of the high school. However, no clear decision was made. Some
books were promised as a donation from the royal library, but the question of the printing
house was left on the table. The school's instructors had slightly better luck in 1667 when
they renewed the application to have a printing house. This time permission was granted to
establish a printing house, if they could fund it. Actually this agreement was worth nothing
because it left the question of funding open. Of course the school could not obtain any
funding for the project. There were more important issues to be handled first. The buildings
of the school needed to be repaired immediately. Since the 1650s only a fraction of the
salaries had been paid, so the instructors themselves could not help with funding. At least in
1675, the buildings were finally repaired.
The residents, academics and religious fathers ofWiborg, continued to be persistent. Their
conviction had almost turned into a religious belief. So far, the plans had gotten the royal
blessing, but nothing else. It was more than clear that the government had all it could handle
just keeping the school in existence: it still could not afford to fund a printing house.
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In 1681 Bishop Petrus Bang took the bishopric under his rule. Now the people in Wiborg
had a strong personality and administrator who had the will and experience to take charge.
Bang also had good relations with King Charles XI and the diet. This was a man capable of
resolving the question about the printing house. During his years as a student, Bang had
become familiar with the printing house procedures in the cathedral's own shop. As the pro
fessor of theology in Turku between 1665 and 1678 he had published many long dissertations
and become familial with the printing house of the University ofTurku. He had also seen
the beginning and eventual success of the printing house of Gezelius. Bang's own ambition
and the example of the printing house of Gezelius led to the establishment of the printing
house ofWiborg. As it is stated in the Painettu sana, ajatuksen ase: "In addition tp real need
the printing house of Gezelius and its success and reputation were probably the reasons the
third printing house to Finland was established."9
Bang stands out as an important figure in early Finnish literary history. As a publisher of
educational works he set out to rival his Turku colleague Bishop Johan Gezelius, but in this
race he came a poor second. In his own works, Bang promoted ideas about Sweden's past
that were typical of his time. Sometime in the sixteenth century the idea had arisen that the
history of the Swedes could be traced to the days of Magog, the grandson of Noah. The
Finns, too, were regarded as an ancient race, of similar descent. In the seventeenth century,
when Sweden became a great European power, its rulers were keen to invest their country
with a mighty past to match its present glory.
Between the years 1672 and 1675 while Bang was a professor at Turku he published a series of
dissertations with the collective title of Priscorum Sveogothorum ecclesia, seu historia ecclesiasti-
ca de priscis Sveogothiae terrae colonis (the Church of the Ancient Sveogoths, ot, an
Ecclesiastical History of the Ancient Settlers in the Land of Sveogothia). In this work he
attempted to prove, among other things, that
"Sveogothia" had been inhabited even before
the time of the Flood, and that Adam had gone there to teach the inhabitants knowledge of
the truth. Noah, for his part, had paid two visits to Sveogothia, and its inhabitants were
descendants of his eldest son. When Solomon built the Temple, he sent ships to Ophir to
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bring back gold. According to Bang, he also sent ships to Sweden, to bring back copper and
iron for his great construction project. The Holy Scriptures make no mention of this, but, as
Bang pointed out, they do not deny it.
This work of Bang's has an indirect link to later phases in the history of Finnish literature, in
that it includes one of the earliest recorded examples of a Finnish folk poem, namely the
"Bear Song" which hunters are reputed to have sung after killing a bear. A German transla
tion of this song was in circulation during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, when
several editions of it were published.
The main reason for establishing a printing house inWiborg had been to redress the lack of
books. This was no longer valid, however, because of the printing house of Gezelius. It took
care of this kind ofproblem by selling inexpensive books to every part of the country. Bishop
Bang's relations with Bishop Gezelius had been very good. In fact in 1679 Gezelius had sug
gested Bang for the bishopric ofWiborg. But the relationship between the two men wors
ened toward the end of the 1680s. This was caused partly by the old competition between
both cathedral chapters and their schools and partly by the strong egos and lust for the
power involved. Bishop Gezelius described Bang as weird and unpredictable in letters to his
son Gezelius Jr. The relations became even worse when the two rivals ended up on opposite
sides in a debate over the Lutheran cathecism at the diet of 1686.
During the spring 1688 Bang started his project to establish a printing house toWiborg. The
funding problem was to be solved with the help ofprivate contributors. The aim was to pub
lish ordinary school books for the poor who could not afford to buy them elsewhere and
who had had to make handwritten copies from borrowed texts. On April 16, 1688, royal per
mission was granted to establish a printing house. Anything that could be considered as an
aid for the students was allowed to be printed, without offending any granted privileges, of
course. The private individuals who would finance the printing shop turned out to be main
ly Bishop Bang himself Considering that the bishop's salary was paid irregularly and that
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every year a big part of it remained unpaid, Bang's personal financial investment in the
printing house was truly extraordinary. But it was not intended that Bang would carry the
whole financial burden himself The bishop's share was considered as an advance. The situa
tion was resolved with a so-called "printing that was collected as an annual tax from all
the priests. The implementation of a "printing suggests that this attempt to establish a
printing house was considered as a common project in the bishopric and not Bang's private
property. Support for the activities of the printing house continued in the same way during
the years after Bang when Bishop Petrus Laurbecchius (1696-1705) and Bishop David Lund
(1705-10) administered the printing house.
Relying on records kept by Bishop Bang, scholars know that he bought printing types in
1689. We can presume that most of these types were bought in Stockholm when the bishop
was there at the diet. Another possibility, however, is that types were ordered from abroad at
the same time. This second possibility is probably closer to the truth. In this case, the place
was probably Lubeck, where in most cases printing types for Finland were ordered in the
late 1600s.
There is no other information about the types of the printing house ofWiborg that is
revealed in surviving publications. Based on the printed examples the variety in the types
and their sizes include: antiqua and cursive in three different sizes, corpus, cicero and mittel.
The fraktur was mostly in cicero and mittel, but in some cases where emphasis was required,
secunda was used also. In Bang's Chronologia Sacra some words were also set with Greek
types. Of course there were also some bigger sizes of antiqua and fraktur for the titles -and
headings. The variety was not very wide but surely sufficient for the needs of this small
printing house. One printed proof has revealed to researchers that there were only enough
types to set a halfof a page at a time.
The activies in the printing house ofWiborg were interrupted in the very beginning. There
was a severe fire in the city on May 9, 1690. It lasted from morning to evening and destroyed
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sixty houses in the heart of the city including the high school and the printing house. Only a
few books, globes and several sets of types could be saved. The damages were fixed and on
August 21, 1690, everything was ready for the fiftieth anniversary of the high school.
The production of the printing house ofWiborg with its limited possibilities could never
reach any considerable size, but it must have been larger than what the world knows today
through the surviving examples and bibliographies. The primary region in which publica
tions of the printing house were circulated was the eastern part of the bishopric ofWiborg.
This was the area first to feel the destruction of the Great Wrath. When the priests and the
burghers fled to the west before the advancing enemy they could rarely take any personal
property with them. All that was left behind was looted, vandalized and burned. When this
part of the country was finally joined to Russia in the Peace ofUusikaupunki, the fact, that
there had been a printing house, was also soon forgotten. Some studies have been made
about the books from the printing house ofWiborg, the earliest ofwhich was published in
1859. Today, eighty-five different examples of printing from Wiborg are known, but many
only by their name.
The Era ofDanielMedelplan (168993)
Daniel Medelplan, the first printer of the printing house ofWiborg, was probably born
around the the year 1657 at Turku. It is not known where he had learned his skills. In
February 1678 he was hired by the University ofTutku to do wood engravings. In March,
1682, he was already working as the journeyman in the printing house. Medelplan also did
some work for the printing house ofGezelius in 1687. He applied for the job of the typecast-
er there but did not have time to show samples of his work before leaving forWiborg at the
end of 1688.
Not much is known about Medelplan's work as a printet for the printing house ofWiborg. It
is possible that he also engraved some types fot the printing house. Some letters in some
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small publications appear to have been made by an inexperienced typecaster or may have
been engraved on wood. But there is no proof that these publications were printed in
Wiborg, because the title page is missing. Bishop Bang bought some fonts of types in 1689.
The first products from the printing house ofWiborg were printed at the latest in the fall of
1689. There are no documents verifying Medelplan as the printer, so the only clues are the
works signed with his initials. These works show that he mastered the techniques of printing
and the traditional rules of typography. The title pages are symmetrical and the variations of
type size and line lengths are rhythmical. The type setting is tidy and the printing is mainly
clean and even. Three or four different school books printed in Latin are believed to be
Medelplan's work, based on research done on surviving copies or bibliographic information
from Medelplan's era (fig. 25). There were reasons other than a lack of craftsmanship which
made the printing house change its printer in 1693.
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Figure 25: Wood engravings in three dissertationspublished atWiborg, Matthias
Weckelman's study of the swan and its singing (1697), Job. Lonwall's
text on marijuana (1695) and a textbook ofmechanics by Johan
Flachsenius (1692). 8 Printed by Daniel Medelplan in Wiborg.
(Reproductionfrom ^^Kirjapainotaito Suomessa Uudenkaupungin
rauhaan asti).
When Medelplan's wife, Kerttu Berndtintytar, moved to Wiborg in 1690 she brought her
brother's daughterMaria Akselintytar as a servant with her. Even before the death of his wife,
in late 1692, Medelplan had a relationship with this young girl. The result of this relationship
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was that in the late winter of 1693 a child was born, which died soon thereafter. According to
two witnesses, Medelplan claimed that the father was a Dutch sailor from Amsterdam who
had gotten engaged to Maria during the midsummer of 1692 and given a silver ring to her.
The chapter ofWiborg refused to believe this story and advised Maria to get some official
confirmation of her engagement. At this moment the couple felt the ground begin to burn
their feet, and they fled from Wiborg to Turku in the fall 1693. In February Maria gave birth
to her second child. This time Medelplan confessed that he was the father of the child. But
when he applied for permission to marry Maria from the chapter ofTurku he did not get it
because of the couple's close kinship.
In September, 1694, both of the accused were taken as prisoners back to Wiborg. In the fol
lowing trial, Medelplan and the girl stuck to their story of the Dutch sailor but they got
mixed up with the details of his appearance, clothing and language. It was also discovered
that Medelplan had paid for the forged engagement certification and that it had been
Medelplan himselfwho had bought the silver ring. So the true situation was more than clear.
On July 13, 1695, Medelplan and Maria were sentenced to death according to the twentieth
and twenty-second verses of the third book ofMoses. The law ofMoses had been used in
Sweden since the Middle Ages and the Reformation had strengthened its importance even
more. So it was most unusual when the court of appeals in Turku changed the sentence on
October 12, 1695, and liberated Medelplan and Maria from the sentence of death. Instead of
death they were sentenced to pay fines, receive the punishment of the church and apologize
in public.
But Medelplan was not able to obtain money to pay his fines right away. On February 3,
1696, the court of appeal decided that he was to be released on bail. He had a year and one
day to get the needed money. But his attempt failed and he had to go back to prison in
Wiborg. Finally he had to settle the fines by running through a gauntlet of citizens armed
with sticks. This is how Daniel Medelplan, the first printer of the printing house ofWiborg,
disappeared for several years only to reappear again in Turku as an inscriber of the printer's
marks.
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The Eras ofMatthias Syngman (1693-97) an^ ThomasAbbor (1708-10)
Medelplan's activities at the printing house ended when he and Maria fled to Turku in
October, 1693. But the interruption in the printing house did not last long. At the end of
1693 one small half-sheet sized publication was published, the Exultatio cordis candidi eller en
from och gudfruchtig sidls troinnerliga glddjeroop, a kind of salutation for the new year, 1694.
There are no printer's initials on it. From 1694 on, however, the printed products from
Wiborg are signed byMatthias Syngman in the following manner: "Matthias Syngman. Reg.
Gymnasii Typographus."
The background of Syngman is not known. The only sure information is that he was accept
ed as a member of the printer's guild in Stockholm on May 24, 1681. During his tenure, the
works of the small printing house ofWiborg were charactized by their firm, carefully fin
ished and traditional appearance. This is only natural when one recalls that he must have
been working in some printing house or printing houses in Stockholm.
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Figure 26: Bishop Bangs the Chronologia Sacra, title page and introduction.
Printed by Matthias Syngman in Wiborg in 1694. 4 ". (Reproduction
from the Kirjapainotaito Suomessa Uudenkaupungin Rauhaan
asti,).
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The religious needs of the people were fulfilled with the praying posters, the books of confes
sion and the religious song books. The only scientific book of the printing house was Bang's
the Chronologia Sacra (fig. 26). This was also the biggest job. The preface was dated in 1688
although it was printed in 1694 by Syngman.
From Syngman's era three school books printed in Latin are also known. The largest of them
is Johannes Buno's the Universae Historiae turn Profanae Ldea (fig. 27), printed in 1696. This
book is octavo-sized and contains 270 pages.
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Figure 27: The title page ofJohannes Buno's Universae Historiae cum Sacrae
turn Profanae Idea. Printed by Matthias Syngman in Wiborg in
1696. 8. (Reproductionfrom theKirja SuomessaJ.
But Matthias Syngman's period as printer did not last long. A funeral sermon dated January
14, 1697, was probably the last work he completed, since his printer's mark appears on it. He
must have died soon thereafter, but it is uncertain when. It is presumed that he died between
January 21 and May 19, 1697.
The name of Syngman's wife was Elisabeth Rodh and she took care of the printing house
after her husband's death, as was the custom. Until 1704 the printed products of the press
carried the statement: "Tryckt i Wiborg hoos sal. Matth. Syngmans Enckia - Wiburgi impr.
apud viduam Matth.
Syngmanni." The typesetting and printing of these small publications
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must have been done by some journeyman although there is no information about this indi
vidual on any publications or other documents. Little is known about Syngman qand his
name disappeared altogether from publications after 1704. When the dean's two speeches
were published in Latin in the fall of 1705, all that was mentioned in this publication was
"Typis Gymnasii" (With the types of the kymnaasi). There is one other known copy of this
same publication in the library ofHelsinki University. On this copy "Excudit Joh.
Limatius"
is written by hand. Most likely this addition was written by the printer himself and it hints
that some skillful hobbyist, this Juhana Limatius, had printed all sorts of small jobs during
the time of Syngman's death in the activities of the printing house ofWiborg.
In the fall of 1702 the fortress of Pahkinalinna was defeated and Russian patrols made life
dangerous along the eastern border. Many refugees came to Wiborg. In May, 1703, the next
fortress, Nevanlinna, was lost. Soon fell the fortresses ofJaama and Kaprio. The distress grew
in Wiborg because of the new refugees and the presence of the army. Some soldiers were
even quartered in the small printing house.
In October 1706 the Russian army attacked the deteriorated and poorly repaired city walls.
The city was under fire for four days but the Russians could not take it. At the end of the
month, the Russians backed away. Afterwards Bishop Lund was criticized because he had
been the first one to leave during the battle and had shown a bad example, along with mem
bers of the chapter, the professors and all the priests, with the exception of one.
Over the next few years, the operation at the printing house probably lapsed. The city was
still full of refugees and soldiers. All the people were put to work strengthening and expand
ing the poor walls of the city.
There are no known printed products from 1706 and 1707. However, a few books printed at
the end of 1708 or the beginning of 1709 bear the name of the last printer ofWiborg,
Thomas Abbor. There is no information about his qualifications, except that he was recom-
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mended as the printer for the University of Turku after Johan Wall died in 1710. Abbor is
known to have been a certified printer, but otherwise his background is unknown.
The last known and still existing printing job was a 1710 poster in Finnish for the annual day
of ptayer. This was sent to the priests by the cathedral chapter in March. Soon after this, on
March 21, some soldiers and horses were seen on the southside of the city. They were moving
westward on the ice. These Russian soldiers later laid siege to the city on April 1. The heavy
cannon fire was fatal for the weak city walls. Finally on July 13, 1710, Commander Maunu
Stiernstale and his small garrison of soldiers had to put down their guns. At the same time
the blue and yellow Swedish flag was lowered for good from the tower of the castle.
There is no more information about the printing house's destiny It is uncertain whethet it
was destroyed during the siege because of the heavy gunfire, robbed by the Russian soldiers
or taken away as booty. The printing house disappeared in the flames and smoke of the
destroyed city ofWiborg.
5.3 The GreatWrath and Post-Occupation Printing
At the beginning of the eighteenth century, Russian expansion westwards led to the Great
Northern War. As Russia grew in strength it began to expand to the west and in 1703 St.
Petersburg was founded on territory that was still fotmally part of Sweden. Russia soon occu
pied Estonia and Lithuania in addition to Ingria and Karelia and, from 1710 onwards, the
whole of Finland as far as the Aland Islands. Russia even threatened the archipelago around
Stockholm. The period of occupation, from 1713 to 1721, came to be known as the Great
Wrath, and only ended with the Peace ofUusikaupunki in 1721. With it came a redefinition
of the Swedish Kingdom's eastern border.
The Great Northern War, which put an end to the tule ofKing Charles XII and to Sweden's
status as a great powet, included the military occupation of Finland from 1713 to 1721. The
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land was left more or less desolate, the University of Turku was evacuated to Sweden, and
most of the clergy and civil service fled there too. Under the wattime conditions, no books at
all could be printed in Finland. The solitary exception was a reading primer produced in
1719 in Palkane by the Wiborg printer, Daniel Medelplan, the very Medelplan who had been
in so much trouble years earlier inWiborg.
The best example of the poor conditions then was that the primer was engraved on wooden
boards by Daniel Medelplan who then relied on an old, long abandoned and purely
medieval way of printing books in 1719. The difficulty in ptoducing it was expressed on the
title page of this primer: "Lasten Paras Tawara, elli ABC-kirja, joca on suuren tarpen tahden
leicattu Puuhun ja Palkanen Seuracunnan Saarnamiesten toimituxen Cautta, Prandatty
Palkanella Daniel Medelplanilda Tauralan Kylassa (A Real Treasure for Children, i.e.
ABC-book, which is printed with the wooden boards because of the great distress with the
permission of the priests of Palkane, printed in Palkane by Daniel Medelplan in 1719.)
Mention of the priests of Palkane refers to the fact that the printing of this book was proba
bly the idea of the Vicepastor Matthias Ithal. All descriptions of this ABC-book are based on
a single surviving copy which was destroyed in the big fire ofTurku in 1827. Before the fire
the only copy was in the library of the University ofTurku. According to library records the
book consisted of fourteen octavo-sized sheets, printed on both sides of the paper. The
engraved letters are said to have been as impeccably cut and beautiful. Only slight differences
between letters that should have been identical revealed that no cast metal types had been
used. Even the traditional rooster had its place on the last page. The fact that no other copies
are known suggests that this use ofABC-book never extended far from Palkane and the
whole edition was soon used up. Medelplan's extraordinary publication serves as a shocking
example ofwartime conditions and the firm will ofMedelplan to keep the education alive.
This primer must be Finland's "best known unknown
book."
The first two parts of Gezelius Jr.'s Bible are a monument to his determination to print this
great book despite of all the obstacles, distress and trouble. Once the wotk had been planned
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and prepared there was no turning back. Not even the escape from Turku or the enemy's
devastation could depress the bishop. In June, 1714, the printing of the Old Testament was
statted and when Gezelius sold his printing house to Merckell in March, 1715, he tried to
guarantee the continuation of the work. But financial reasons prevented Merckell from fin
ishing the job. This was because of the general poverty in the end of the Great Northern
War. Gezelius died in 1718 and the Bible was not finished until the peace came. Although
master printer Bjorkman was still officially printing at Turku for Gezelius Jr., the reality was
that the printing house of Gezelius in Stockholm was stuffed into crates. The only things
that Merckell printed in Stockholm during this time were the funeral sermon and mourning
songs for the funeral ofBishop Gezelius.
Little by little after the war, a temporary administration was built up, but for the printing
houses it was a lot harder to recover from the war. The lack of books was a hopeless barrier in
the attempt to begin the teaching again. The printing houses in Turku were deserted. Those
books which had not been destroyed in churches and schools had been lost when people fled
from their homes. There is a story from Lapua which gives a good idea of the destinies of
books and people during those restless days. After the Peace of Uusikaupunki there was a
Bible found in a clearing lying open on a big stone. These kinds of clearings were typical
places where people had been hiding from the enemy. In this case they had probably died
because of the cold and hunger or the enemy patrols.
According to Esko Hakli, "up to the date of fatal fire in Turku in 1827, the total number of
items published was about 20,000 ofwhich the number ofwritten in Finnish is estimated to
number
2,500."' Of the total, some 7,200 were books, as many as 4,500 were academic dis
sertations, and some six thousand were miscellaneous laws, degrees and other government
papers, many consisting of only a single page. It is estimated that 15,000 of these had been
published after the Great Wrath i. e. 1722.
After the Peace ofUusikaupunki in 1721, the boxes in which the printing house of the uni
versity was stuffed were shipped back to Turku, and the printing house resumed its activities
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toward the end of 1722. Not until the middle of the eighteenth century did book printing
activity began to revive in Finland, since the country was again subjected to military occupa
tion by Russians from 1741 to 1743. This period came to be known as the Lesser Wrath. In
1761, the printing house of the University of Turku passed into the ownership of the
German-born printer Johan Christopher Frenckell, who also acquired what remained of the
press founded by Gezelius and returned to Turku after the occupation. The printing house of
Frenckell still exists, owned by the Frenckell family, and is the oldest business company in
Finland.
The Great Wrath interrupted printing and other cultural activities in Finland for almost a
decade. When printing began again, it was already a totally new era for Finland and Europe.
5.4 About the Typographical Features of the Early Finnish Literature
Roman type, which had dominated in Italy since the end of the fifteenth century and
pushed away the blackletter forms, had rapidly along with the Italian italic types, spread to
all parts of Europe, except for Germany or countries where German printers practised. On
German soil, the national typefaces, schwabach and fraktur, which had developed in the
early sixteenth century, prevented roman forms from taking hold. This collision was between
two big forces: Humanism, which generated texts in which roman type styles were preferred,
and the Reformation, out ofwhich came largely German texts set in blackletter faces. In the
sixteenth century a balance was gradually established, in which roman and italic were used
when Latin, Romance languages, and English were set, while in Germany and its northern
neighbors, fraktur, and its close relative schwabach, were used in the products intended for
the common people. The German printers brought their tradition to Scandinavia. Roman
type was accepted into use in 1569 and italic in 1571 when these types were first used in
Finnish texts. So, the early Finnish and Swedish books follow very closely the example of the
German printing of those days.
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When the Finnish printing houses began to print books, they were not expected to print for
rich and highly civilized clients. These printing houses were in the business ofprinting books
for the common people. Each printer had an individual style, but they did not depart far
from the typical trends and practices of that time.
Practices in the choice of the type remained fairly constant in the period up to the Great
Wrath. Roman and italic were used in setting Latin, English and Romance languages. On
the other hand, Swedish, Finnish and German texts were set with different kind of blacklet
ter types. The book printing practices and typographic traditions were learnt from Germany.
But, according to the old printing house records, when new types were bought, "the Swedish
type"
meant fraktur. The Finnish scholar Carl-Rudolf Gardberg once noted:"Svensk tryckt,
svensk styl och svensk (Swedish print, Swedish style and Swedish writing.).11
The use of different typefaces in the same book was frequent. Custom called fot text to be
set with roman, while sidenotes and quotations were set with italic. In the case of fraktur,
notes were set with another blackletter type, usually schwabach. When special emphasis was
needed, a larger size of a contrasting type was often used. For example, if there was a
Swedish, Finnish or German name in the middle of Latin text (roman or italic) it was set
with blackletter types. Thus, the typesetter had to balance between traditionale rules and
practices and his own and style demands.
Sometimes a meager supply of types in different styles resticted the typographic possibilities.
For example, the scanty stock and selection of types of the printing house of University of
Turku can be seen on the printed products. The typefaces used in a book sometimes change
from roman to italic and from bigger to smaller without any clearly recognizable reasons or
rules.
The layout and use of decorations followed the usual trends of those times. In the early days
of the printing house of the University ofTurku, a Renaissance style prevailed. The composi-
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tion was airy and balanced and the decoration was selective and spare. The Renaissance
influence could also be seen on the title pages. Headpiece decorations featured delicate
plants and scroll-like ornaments inside the frames. Small patterns were favored for decora
tion. Later, a heavier, more grotesque style came into fashion. From the 1670s onwards, the
printed products were clearly Baroque. Many different typographic elements were used and
contrasts were emphasized. The text was set with narrow leading and margins. Headpieces
and vignettes grew bigger and dominated the page layout.
5.5 About the Special Characters (A, A, O) in the Finnish Language
There are three special characters in the Finnish alphabet which is otherwise identical to the
traditional Latin alphabet. These characters are also found in other Scandinavian alphabets.
A is the twenty-sixth letter in the Finnish-Swedish alphabet. This letter, which is pronounced
like 0, came into use in Sweden at the end of the fifteenth century and found its way to
Finland at the same time. It represents the sound of two as. In 1918 it was adopted also in
Norway where it was used to represent the phoneme 0 instead of two as. In Finnish writing,
a appears only in the Swedish and Norwegian names.
A is the twenty-seventh letter in the Finnish-Swedish alphabet. It developed its modern form
in the eighteenth century. A represents the letter pair ae. Since the first century AD, ae has
represented the open phoneme e in Latin. Later a and e were joined to make the dipthong <z.
This a can be still found in the Norwegian and the Danish alphabet. In Finnish, however,
the e was used above the a. From that sign has developed the modern umlauted a. Today d is
used in the Finnish, Swedish, German and Estonian languages.
O is the twenty-eighth and last letter in the Finnish-Swedish alphabet. It developed from the
Latin letter pair oe. Later oe became the phoneme of 6. Like d, it was once combined into
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dipthong oe, but then ewas moved to the top of o. Nowadays ce is used by the French in their
writing and the Danish and Norwegian 0 has developed from this. In Finland, however, the
character was written as 6, and came to be used in the Swedish, German, Estonian and
Hungarian languages as well.
The use of the two a characters, a and d, dating from the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries
when the early Finnish books were printed, especially Agricola's Se Wsi Testamenti (the New
Testament) of 1548. When the types were set, the typesetters filed the umlauts away from the
as so that there would be enough as for the job. Of course soon after it was discovered that
there were not enough as. The problem was "solved" by using whichever version of the awas
available. As a result, the language in the New Testament, and in some later books, is not so
consistent as it could and should be.12
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
The objectives of this thesis have been met, namely, to:
i. Prepare a compact yet comprehensive history of the early printing houses in Finland.
2. Discuss briefly the typographical features of the early Finnish books and
3. Identify and explain the three special characters in the Finnish language.
The investigation into the production of the early printing houses led also to a study of the
old terminology of type names and paper sizes, the biographies of the first printers, influ
ences of German printing on Finland, and an understanding general medieval and
Renaissance history in Scandinavia and Finland. Many interesting of details were discovered,
more than was expected.
Research into the typographical features of early Finnish books revealed the fact that there is
no published information on the histories of typefaces used in Finland, i.e., when and where
those typefaces first appeared, and how their usage differed in Finnish and Swedish litera
ture. This would be an important field for further investigation.
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